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Angry Civil Rights Workers
Dragged From 'Live - In
GREENVILLE, Miss. (UPI) — Project of the National Council
Military Police Tuesday dragged
a group of kicking, screaming,
biting civil rights workers from
a deactivated Air Force bar-
racks where they were staging
a "Live-in.'
The demonstration was for
the purpose of dramatizing a
plea for more federal aid for
Negroes.
A force of 150 Air Policemen
evicted the squatters and march-
ed them outside the gate of
Greenville Air Force Base after
the demonstrators refused to
leave.
The demonstrators then march-
ed eight-miles to the city of
Greenville, where they said they I
would meet to decide future
plans.
Maj. Gen. R, W. Puryear told
the squatters he sympathized
with their problems and would
„see that the correct authorities
received their pleas for more
food and aid for Mississippi Ne-
groes.
But he said they could not re-
main in the empty building they
took over after forcing their
way onto the base Monday.
When they refused to leave, be
sent in Air Police flown into
the inactive base earlier in the
day.
"Send the children out, at
least." He asked. The demon-
strators refused and locked the;
door of the budding where they
had camped out for more than
a day.
About 40 unarmed Military
Policemen then left the detach-
ment, crashed through the door,
and began to physically carry'
out the demonstrators.
Most were dragged out, kick
big, cursing, screaming and
spitting at the helmeted Mili-
tary Policemen. More than
dozen men were bitten.
The Air Policemen were un-
der strict orders to use only
what force was necessary to
evict the demonstrators.
The demonstrators called to
Negro Airmen to help them. The
children with the group walked
quietly out another door and
joined the adul's.
The Airmen had carbines and
billy clubs nearby, but did not
use them.
of Churches, who accused the
Airmen of brutality.
Puryear, stiff and formal,
told the demonstrators they had
to leave "For your own safety."
He said the building had to
toilet facilities and the stoves
the demonstrators had brought
were a fire hazard.
Isaac Foster, a worker for the
Freedom Labor Union which
has worked to organize Negro
plantation workers, told Pur-
year he would have his answer
later as to whether demonstra-
tors would leave.
"I will give you 20 minutes,"
Puryear replied. He took a list
of grievances from the demon-
strators, and noted they gave
their address as Greenville Air
Force Base.
This means you are not go-
ing to vacate?" He asked. Foster
1  said 1.. thens was true. Puryear ordered the Military Policemeninto action.
•
Greenville AFB, a 2,000-acre
installation, was in the process
of being deactivated under the
military's economy program.
Only a small houSekeeping force
was on duty Monday when the
demonstrators drove onto the
base, disregarding orders to
halt.
One of the demonstrators car-
ried out was Art Thomas, Di-
rector of the Delta Ministry
The demonstrators then num-
bered about 35. They broke in-
to an empty building and re-
fused to leaVe. Other demonstra-
tors climbed fences and joined
them, bringing two stoves.
The predominately-N egro
group said it represented the
poor Negroes of Mississippi.
They issued a list of demands,
asking that the base be turned
over to Negroes who were with-
out property or shelter.
Other demands were for jobs,
more food supplies and job
training for Negroes.
Monday night an Air Force
officer and a Justice Depart-
ment attorney made separate
trips to the building asking
the demonstrators to leave. The
officer said he was kicked in
the shin, and the attorney was
greeted by shouts of derision.
The 150 Air Policemen and
Puryear were sent in Tuesday
morning to cope with the situa-
tion. They had hoped to con-




A veteran Memphis attorney
has received a rating which
most lawyers hope to achieve!
during their legal career.
That is an "A-V" rating in thel
Law Directory published by
Martindale-Hubbell, Inc., at;
Summit, N. J.
."It is one of the highess hue-
ors that I have achieved," Atty.
A. A. Letting said last week in
his offices at 362 Beale st.
The "A" in the rating is for
"very high legal ability," and
the "V" is for "very high re-
commendations."
Atty. Latting was notified last
summer that he was being in-
vestigated by representatives
of the firm, but it was only
after the 1966 edition of the di-
rectory was published that he
learned what rating had been
given him. Only a few Memphis
attorneys can boast of that hon-
or.
SIX DIED HERE — Neighbors are seen here inspecting
ruins of house where six young children were burned to
death last Friday morning after the frame house was en-
gulled in flames as three adults and two children barely
managed to get out. Firemen say the fire was caused by
one of four open gas heaters which were going full blast.
Heaters Blamed In Death Of Six Tots
Funeral services for six young
children ranging in ages from
two months to seven years were
tentatively set for Tuesday
night of this week at the N. J.
Ford and Sons Funeral home,
but at press time no final ar-
rangements had been made for
burial of the little charred bo-
dies dug out of the embers at
2556 Houck ave., in the Holly-
wood community last Friday
morning.
The victims were Michael
Hodges, four; Terry Hodges,
three; Estora Hodges, 18
months, and Willie B. Hodges,
two months, children of Mrs.
Ruby Hodges, and Johnnie Rob-
ertson, seven, and his brother,
A native of Helena, Ark., Mr.
Letting ireceived his college edu-
cation at Fisk university in
Nashville and obtained his legal
education at Northwestern uni-
versity at Evanston, 111.,, where
he was granted the degree of
doctor of jurisprudence.
He practiced law briefly in
Arkansas before coming to
Memphis where he was admit-
ted to the Tennessee bar in
1935.
Larry Robertson, three, chil-
dren of Mrs. Pearl Miller of
Chicago.
The youngsters died in the
flames which engulfed their
home and almost trapped three
adults, who managed to save
only two of the children.
Mrs. Onie Mae Dailey, grand-
mother of the victims, managed
to get out of the house with her
daughter, Lonnie Lee Dailey,
12, and Mrs. Hodges was suc-
cessful in rescuing one daugh-
ter, Brenda Ann Hodges, age
five.
Mrs. Dailey was severely cut
while trying to bring other chil-
dren out of the house, while Wil-
lie Perkins, described as about
67, managed to get out but was
injured and later taken to John
Gaston hospital for treatment.
Mrs. Lula Smith, who lives
directly in front of the scene
of the tragedy at 2554 Houck,
said she looked out of her win-
dow at about 5:30 a.m., and
saw a blaze coming from the
right side of the house.
"I ran over there," she said,
"but the blaze met me at the
door. I called the Fire Depart-
ment, but it took them about
10 minutes to get here."
Mrs. Smith said that the
bodies of the children remained
inside the front room of the
house until about 8 a.m.
Following an investigation by
the Fire Department, it was de-
termined that the blaze was
started by one of four open gas
heaters which were going full
blast to combat the subfreezing
temperatures.
Relatives reportedly had no
insurance on the children, and
were having problems raising
funds for the burial.
Mrs. Smith said that she had
smelled what seemed like pine
wood burning during the night,
and that she had inspected her
own house for fear it might be
on fire.
On Friday, she said it must
have been the start of the fire
'across the street.
Seven Seek Title And Prizes In NDCC Contest
In just three weeks, one of
even contestants from the Mem-
phis high schools with National
Defense Cadet Corps units will
be crowned "Miss NDCC" at a
contest to select the queen.
The winner is to be chosen
In the Melrose High school aud-
itorium on Friday night, Feb.
25, in the program beginning
promptly at 8 p.m., according
to Maj. George Robinson, profes-
sor of military science and com-
mander of all NDCC units in
Memphis.
The contestants will be rated
on the basis of 50 points for
beauty, 30 points for talent, and
20 points for poise.
Presently one of three mem-
bers of the Memphis Civil Serv-
ice Commission, he belongs to
the Memphis and Shelby County
and the American Bar Associa-
tions.
In detekmining Atty. Latting's
rating in the directory, its re-
presentatives had to study briefs
he h I filed with courts, as well
as to confer with other per-
sons in the field to determinetof the senior class, the Future
his legal ability. iBusineas Leaders of America,
the Social Studies club, and an
office assistant.
She is a member of Shiloh
Baptist church and sings in its
choir.
Miss Beulah Childress, a Man-
assas High school senior, will
represent her school at Melrose
HAMILTOI 'S ENTRY
Representing Hamilton High
school will be Miss Carolyn
Bridgeforth, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Stonewall Bridgeforth
of 13/7 Castalia rd.
A member of the senior class,
she is secretary of Les Jeune
Dames, the Newsette staff and
Kings and Queens society.
Miss Bridgeforth is a member
of the Ward Chapel AME church,
where she serves as secretary
of the Sunday School and presi-
dent of the junior choir. She is
a member of Co-Ettes Club, Inc.
The Booker T. Washington
High school representative is
Miss Carmen Nicholson, also a
member of the class of 1966.
She is the daughter 4 Mrs.
Irene Nicholson of 398-A S. Lau-
derdale and a member of Great-
er White Stone Baptist church.
WITH GLEE CLUB
At Washington, she sings with
the glee club and belongs to
the Future Homemakers of
America.
Miss Sandra K. Underwood,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Gaston, Sr., of 139 W. Utah,
will attempt to win the crown
for the second year in a row
for Carver High school.




'The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Childress of 4487 Aline rd.,
she belongs to the Bethlehem
IBaptist church, where she is
vice president of the Teen Age
chorus and pianist for the senior
chorus and the Sunday School.
CARMEN NICHOLSON
CAROLYN BREDGEFORTH
Miss Childress is a member
of the Spartan Social club.
OTHER CONTESTANTS
The other contestants, whose
photographs appeared in last
weeks edition of the 'Fri-State
Defender, are Miss Joyce God-
win, Melrose High school; Miss
Melberta Meadows, Lester High
school, and Miss Solores Moore,
Douglass High school.
The queen and the first two
runners-up will be presented
some $225 in prize meney to be
used for college expenses. The
queen will receive $100, the first
runner-up $75, and the third
place winner $50. along with en-
graved loving cups.
The other four girls will be
presented participation cups.
On the night following the con-
test, the annual banquet and
military ball be held in
Club Paradise, and all guests
will be in formal attire.
In previous years, all of the
events have been held on the
same night in the facilities at
Carver High school.
The affair will be the sixth




LOS ANGELES — (NP!) —
Theirs was a daring try, but
ther4's many a slip—and that's
, just what happened — between
trying and doing. This Willard
Winhoven 56, and Ernest Lopez,
44, discovered to their discom-
fiture.
Death row inmates facing
new penalty trials at the Hall
of Justice, the duo's escape at-
temp was thwarted when one
iof the men slipped while stand-
ing on the ether's shoulders as
they tried to break through a
ceiling light fixture and beat
vent in the detention area.
Pastor Seeks Hearing
Following Dismissal
When Rev. Samuel H. Her-Itoward the price of the farnt
ring, pastor of the St. Paul, was raised in his church, St.
Baptist Church at 1144 McLe- Paul.
more St., won a suit for wages
owed him for managing the
Baptist Freedom Farm in Fay-
ette County, and Dr. Joseph H.
Jackson, president of the Na-
tional Baptist Convention, USA,
Inc., paid off $1,000 in Decem-
ber, the Memphis minister ex-
pressed hope that there would
be "no hard feelings" between
them.
But it was a different story "I didn't see Dr. Jackson
when the Convention held its
annual board meeting in Hot
Springs, Ark., recently.
Without benefit of a personal
appearance, Rev. Herring said
he was expelled from the Na-
tional Baptist Convention, USA,
Inc.
"The matter was not brought
before the entire board," Rev.
Herring said, "but was handled
by a small segment which heard
only one side of the matter —
Dr. Jackson's story — before
the other board members ar-
rived."
THE SUIT
He said that he later learned
that he was charged with hav-
ing brought a suit against the
National Baptist Convention,
USA, Inc., when in reality he land has ruled that 1 was right.
filed it against Dr. Jackson as "I received no notice of the
the supervisor of the farm.
The minister claims that his
trial in absentia was the sec-
ond time that the matter regard-
ing him was brought up, and
he was not allowed to come in
and present to the board the
story of his unfair treatment
at the hands of Dr Jackson.
During a board meeing held
last June in Pittsburgh, Pa., he
said the matter was brought up
about his not having been paid
for his services, and that Dr.
A. E. Campbell, president of
the Tennessee Regular Conven-
tion, a Convention vice presi-
dent and pastor of Columbus
Baptist Church, asked that be
be allowed to come in and state
his case, but that Dr. Jackson
would not permit him to enter.
TELLING CASE
Since returning from the Hot
Springs meeting, Rev. Herring
has been writing to Baptists all
qyer the United states, inform-
them on how the deal for
the Freedom Farm developed,
how he was employed to man-
age the farm, and how he even-
tually received payment for his
work.
He told the brethren that af-
ter Rev. A. E. Campbell had
visited persons living on a
muddy tract of land in Fayette
County known as "Tent City"
in 1960, he returned to Memphis,
and called Dr. Jackson regard-
ing a farm on which the refu-
gees could be employed.
He said the Baptist leader
liked the idea, and that $400
I trial, nothing was mentioned in
the board meeting proper about
k. The Convention received my
representation money, and I
ant- holding an official receipt.
"Brethren," Rev. Herring
wrote to Baptist clergymen, "I
demand a fair trial of this case,
because I brought no case
against the Convention; my
case was against Dr. Jackson
. . . Dr. Jackson lost the case
and had to pay me $1,000,"
ATTENDED TRIAL
Among the board members
who came to Somerville for the
trial, he said, were Drs. W. T.
Crutcher, T. J. Jamison, C. C.
Coleman, and L. G. Carr.
Rev. Herring said that he
had a transcript made of the
trial, and that he is willing to
put it in as evidence whenever
he can get a hearing before the
board members of the National
Baptist Convention, USA, Inc.,
which represents some five mil-
lion members.
When Rev. Herring won the
suit in December of 1965, he
added that he had carried the
Baptist official to court only af-
ter he had refused to settle the
matter in any other way.
Dr. Jackson claimed that
he wanted the court to
determine the matter, and
which of them was wrong.
Judge Mark Walker presided
at the trial in Circuit Court at
Somerville, and a jury set the
amount that Rev. Herring was




A 16-year-old youth police
say was fleeing from the bur-
glary of a sundry store was
shot by an oficer and then bit-
ten by his dog early Monday
I morning as he and a compan-
ion, age 17, ran from the es-
tablishment.
Shot in the left side between
the waist and shoulder and tak-
Rev. Herring said that his
friendship with Dr. Jackson con-
tinued, and after no one else
could be found to direct the
farm, the Convention president
got him to do the job in 1963.
The Memphian said his job was
to manage the farm and to get
the money to pay for labor.
SOLD THE CROP
while I was in the process of
making the crop," he stated.
"but after the crop was made,
Dr. Jackson came doww and
dismissed Brother (Clarence)
Harris and me.
"He gathered the crop and
sold it himself without any as-
sistance from the two board
members and the vice presi•
dent in Memphis," he explained.
In his letter to other Baptist
officials across the nation, Rev.
Herring asked: "When did the
Convention grant the board the
authority to exclude a mem-
ber without bearing his case?
What is more, I had not re
received any official notice of
the charges from the Conven-
tion. Now the court of the
both carte out and started run-
ning down St. Paul.
The officer said that as he
attempted to park the car, it
skidded, and by the time he
had gotten the dog from the
vehicle, the two boys had start-
ed going in opposite directions.
He said the dog was chasing
Sample, and he was yelling for
en to John Gaston hospital for Riley to stop, and when he re
surgery was James Riley, 16, fused, he fired a shot and the
of 671 Provine. Arrested and youth fell down.
charged with burglary was
George William Sample of 592
S. Lauderdale.
According to Dog Squad Of-
ficer R. D. Riley, he got a call
that a prowler was in the Guy
Rose Lynn Sundry store around
12:55 A.M., and as he and his
dog, Apache, came up with the
lights turned off on the car, he Police said the boys broke a
could see one person in the chain to enter the sundry store
store and another standing and pried open a cigarette
watch. machine.
The dog, hearing the shots,
rushed back and bit Riley
slightly before he told the offi-
cer to call his dog off and that
he had been shot.
Sample was later apprehend.
ed by other officers who came
to the scene and was turned
over to Juvenile Court officials.
As he came closer, he said Both boys admitted they were
the one posted outside ran in- burglarizing the establisment,
side and warned the other, and police said.
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Civil Rights To. Negroes Support
Be Aired At Fishing Protest
OLYMPIA, Wash. *— Negro
Open Meeting testing alleged state interfer-




ence with Indian fishing rights.
accomplishments have b e e A crude effigy of Gov. Dann
made in the field of civil rights Evans was burned on a teepee-
in the Memphis area since the shaped bonfire by the 100 or
U.S. Civil Rights Commission so Indians and their Negro and '
met here in June 1962, will be' white supporters.held on Friday and Saturday,;
Feb. 4 and 5 in Room 936 of thel Teenage dancers from the
Federal Building, at 167 N. Main Yakima tribe, which is not di-
st. redly involved in the fishingSponsored by the Tennessee controversy, performed a war
Advisory Committee to the dance as the effigy was thrownUnited States Commission on on the fire.
Civil Rights, its purpose is to,
learn about- discrimination or A chill rain fell during the
the lack of it in such areas as two-hour firelight rally sponsor-
hospital services, law enforce- ed by the Su-vival of the Amer-
ment, and governmental and ican Indian Association.
private employment.
A dozen or so speakers de-The entire Negro public is
nounced the state and urgedinvited to attend the open meet-,
ing. Indians to "fight for your
Persons wanting to attend the rights." But there was little ap-
meetings, which start at 7:30 Plause and no cheering.
p.m. on Friday night and at 9 When an Indian woman de-
a.m. on Saturday morning, must:manded "what are you fighting
use the Front Street entrance, for?," no one answered.
kw DA I Si-el
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At a reception given by Mayor Ingram in honor of Tennes-
see's former governor Buford Ellington, some of the guests
pose for pictures with the former governor. Pictured, left
to right, are: Dr. Leland Atkins, Buford Ellington, Mrs.
Leland Atkins, and Mayor William Ingram,
William Mayes, Grandfather
Met Same Deadly Fates
By DON MOSBY
William Mayes, 16, of 10047
S. Morgan St., died of a disease
that runs in his family — loss
of blood . . . caused by hate.
His grave in Burr Oak Ceme-
tery is one of the newest. He
was buried Jan. 5.
But his grandfather, Ernest
Mayes, Sr.. was buried far
back in Mississippi, in 1932.
And he, like his grandson, also
di*d of loss of blood . . . caused
by hate.
The elder Mayes was lynch-
ed in the days when lynching
was a national problem.
And the Mayes youth was lyn-
ched too — on a Chicago street,
by two white lads, just as this
new year was getting under
way.
The Morgan St. neighbor-
hood is an area undergoing ra-
cial change. A few Negro fam-
ilies have moved in. Not many.
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in some of the older neighbors. Porter to finish dressing, May. Wound in his chest.
William Mayes' dad, Alfred,
35, had moved to Morgan St.
with his wife Mary, 33, and
their two boys last August.
They had wanted something
better. They were still trying
to flee from the bloody sort of
tragedy that had overtaken
their family in 1932.
Back in that harsh year of
the Great Depression, Ernest
Mayes, Sr., was driving a taxi
in the little Mississippi town of
Charleston. There was a pret-
ty Negro girl in town — and
there was a white man who
loved her.
Well, he was attracted to her
— as much as any Dixie white
man is likely to be attracted to
a colored girl. And he was
jealous.
He told Ernest Mayes, Sr., to
stay away from her — not to
carry her in his cab. This was
-nonsense to Ernest. Franklin D.
Roosevelt was bringing a new
day to the nation — and the
senior Mayes felt the time had
come for him to assert a few
"civil rights.".
"I'll carry in my cab," he
said "any person who is able
to pay the fare." And he did.
The white man came after
him, but Mayes, Sr., had arm-
ed himself. The encounter was
a draw.
Days iater, the white man
worked it differently ."I'll kill
you if it's the last thing I do,"
he had promised. And he kept
his word.
Catching the senior Mayes
sitting in the shade outside a
store, playing checkers, the
white man stormed out of a
neacby tavern and opened fire.
Mayes, wounded, sprang up
and grappled with his assailant.
They fought — but it was a
battle that could have only one
ending. With his life's blood
draining away, the elder
Mayes weakened and fell. He
died there in the dusty street.
Ernest Mayes. Jr., the elder
'Mayes' other son and the uncle
• of William who was killed in
Chicago, can't remember now
with what crime the white man
was charged.
It must not have been mur-
der. Maybe a serious mis-
demeaor — and nothing else. In
any case, al.-cording to Ernest,
Jr., he got off with a fine.
From that day, the Mayes
family began to figure on ways
to get out of the South. Ernest,
Jr., made it first. But by 1950,
Alfred and his wife came to set-
tle on the Westside.
The move to Morgan St. last
summer was the final step into
what the little family saw as
full freedom.
How William Mayes, the
youngster, met his death prob-
ably never will he fully known.
Mort of the story was told this
week in an inquest at the Coun-
ty Morgue.
Young Mayes had gone to
visit a N e gr o friend, Jerome
Porter, at 10042 S. Carpenter
St.; a block from his own
home. While waiting outside for
 •
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es was accosted by two white
youths — John D. Costello, 16,
of 10110 S. Oreen St., and Har-
ry Demes, 17, of 10105 §. Pe-
oria St.
No girl was involved. Noth-
Jig like that. Nothing except
that here was a Negro youth in
a neighborhood formerly all
white.
Costello and Demes began
fighting with Mayes, according
to Porter's testimony at the in-
quest. By the time Porter could
get out onto the street to help
drive tus friend s attackers
away, Mayes had a fatal stab
Losing blood fast, he was tak-
en by police to Roseland Com-
munity Hospital. The stabbing
took place Dee. 30. Mayes died
New Year's Day.
The inquest jury ordered
Costello turned over to the Illi-
nois Youth Commission as a
juvenile.
Demes, freed on $25,000 bail,
was ordered held for murder.
He faces preliminary hearing
in Boy's Court Feb. 2. The
chances are — he'll be held ov-
er to the grand jury, indicted
for murder and tried in Crimi-
nal Court.
WOOLWORTH'S






Gather a bouquet of neck-
laces in niany lengths,
multiple or single strands.







types with roomy pockets
and contrast trimmings.




Ads Be Your Guide
a.
This money comes back home
and tells you where it's been.
(and what it did and when)
Cash has a way of going off and
never being heard from again. Know
the feeling?
With a First National checking
account, however, you're always well
informed moneywise. Your checkbook
gives a running account of present
expenditures: cancelled checks show
you where you went your money, when,
and why; for future reference, your
monthly statement indicates total
expenditures for the month in relation
to total deposits. Furthermore,
cancelled checks serve as universally
acceptable receipts.
For the sake of good bookkeeping.
safety, and convenience, open your
account now at any of our 25 offices.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS CI ***MO PAYMENT
Mu 
susdr
'T11 May Phase 32444•4
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Civic Club Calls For
Boycott Of Loan Firm
Mrs Lenora Ward, president
at the 51st Ward Civic Club,
told the Tri-State Defender that
the club has gone on record as
condemning he actions of a re-
presentative for the Memphis
Loan and Thrift Company, be-
cause of his use of profanity and
rude conduct in her home.
Mrs. Ward. who lives at 1055
R Delmar avenue, reported to
the Defender that this repre-
sentative came to the home of',
Mrs. Ida Thomas of 1047 Rear,
Delmar to collect on an ac-I
count that was behind, and up-
on his finding out that Mrs.
Thomas did not have the
money, he cursed her daughter
and threatened to take all of the
furniture
M r s. Thomas reportedly
bought a washing machine invi
had it financed through Mein-
phis Loan and Thrift Company
of 181 South Main. Payments
were $14.00 a month. When the
collector came to her home, she
only had $10. She asked if she
could pay $5.00, because she did
not work but two days a week,
and needed to buy food for the
ten people who live in the a-
partment. After a while, he told
her that he would have to call
the office and see if they would
let her make a partial payment.
;She told him that she did not
Foresees More
Public Office
stanceBaker Motley is one of
Wednesday night, Feb. 9, at 71 Constance Baker Motley, t h
 e
first Negro woman nominated
for a federal judgeship, said
Sunday s h e expects growing
Founded Jan. 9, 1866 as writers' conference on the image the next 100 years the univer- 
numbers of her race to seek
school for ex-slaves and chil- of the Negro in American literssity plans t o continue t o may 
derive from it. public office in the next 10
-
dren of former slaves, Fisk. ture; and the presentation of strengthen its program to the 
years.
now has the reputation of being Harry Belafonte at this springsend that i
ts graduates will be 
On hand to lecture on the sub- "I feel that most of the major
'
''one of the best known and annual Fesitval of Music and men and women who will 
beject and answer questions will precedents have already been
most highly regarded institu- Art able 
to respond successfully tohe representatives of the Mem. established in 
the civil rights
tions of higher learning pre- the dramatic evolutions and re- phis Urban League and 
the lo- field over the last two 
decades
dominantly for Negroes in this Dr. 
Wright noted that recently volutions facing mankind in,cal Social Security office. 
and that there are very few
country or any other part of the n




. The Centennial year official-' Applications Now Taken
iy opened in January when two
nationally-known figures, Carl
T. Rowan, noted newspaper
NASHVILLE — Fisk univer-Ifor the Centennial Year include  
sity will celebrate its centeo-Ithe presentation of the noted the famous Americans 
among, Dcomposer-conductor, Witnial year during events to be 1 1- the school's alumni and former
ham L. Dawson, conducting hisheld throughout the year 1966.
Negro Folk Svmphony•" a students, and added, "During"
columnist, former Ambassador or Civil Service Jobs
CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION BEGINS — A convocation
officially opening Fisk university's year•long celebration
of 100th anniversary was held in Nashville recently, and the
guest speaker was Carl T. Rowan, second from right, for-
mer U.S. Ambassador to Finland, and more recently the
director of the U. S. Information Agency in Washington,
D. C. Others on the photo, from left, are Dr. Stephen J.
Wright, president of the university; Tennessee's Governor
Frank G. Clement, Dr. Ferdinand Goo a and hr. S. 0. Rob-
erts, university marshals. (Gunter's Studio)
Cultural Events To Highlight
Fisk's Year-Long Centennial
to Finland and more recently
the director of the U.S. Infor-
mation, and Dr. Wesley A.
Hotchkiss, general secretary of
the American Missionary Asso-
ciation, made widely acclaimed
An xamination is now open post office (except the Atlanta'
for Career-Conditional appoint- Post office) for application
ments to the positions of Train- f
orms or information as to
ing Instructor (Air Traffic Con-
speeches. trol awl Warning), GS-7, $6,269
Also on the program were
per annum, basic entrance sal-
Governor Frank G. Clement
ary, for employment at Kees-
'
and Dr. Felix Robb, president 
ler Air Force Base, Mississippi,
of George Peabody college.
accord;ng to the Executive Sec-
retary. Board of U.S. Civil
Service Examiners, Keesler
Air Force Base, Mississippi.
Dr. Stephen J. Wright,
seventh president of Fisk, raid
tribute to the "university's
glorious past," and set
goals for its future.
CENTENNIAL FUND
"During the next 100 years,"
he said, "the university plans
to strengthen its program to the
end that its graduates will be
men and women who can make
significant contributions to the
future of our country.
Dr. Wright announced a $17.8
million centennial fund cam-
paign during the year to pro-
The minimum age limit is 18high
,years for these positions, There
I is no maximum age limit. The
minimum age limit will be Schools To Observe
waived for persons entitled to
veteran preference. Further in-
formation and application forms
may be obtained from the Ex-
ecutiv?. Secretary, Board of
U.S. Civil Service Examiners,
Keesler Air Force Base, Missis-
sippi; The Atlanta Region, U.S.
Civil Service Commission, Mer-
chandise Mart, 240 Peachtree
Street M. W., Atlanta, Georgia;
where such forms may be ob-
taMed.
Applicants should file CSC
Card Form 50001-ABC, SF 57,
and SF 15, if applicable, with
the Executive Secretary, Board
of U.S. Civil Service Examin-
ers, Keesler Air Force Base,
Mississippi 39534. Applications
will be accepted until further
notice.
PTA Founders' Day
The Hyde Park and Shannon
Elementary School PTA' will
observe Founders' Day on Tues-
day night, Feb. 8, in a program
to begin at 7:30.
The guest speaker will be Mrs.
Georgia M. Bumpus. The pub-
vide new facilities, improve or persons may apply at any lie is invited.
those already existing; to pro-
vide salaries to attract and hold •
outstanding faculty, and to pro-
vide additional scholarships for
outstanding students.
He also said future plans in-
clude "a strong recruitment
program to add significantly to
the number of regular white
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Phoebe is a short-distance talker.
Likes to keep in close touch
with her friends.
The one across the street,
the one next door,
the one in the next block,
and the one three houses down.
Phoebe's one of our favorite customers
Just loves her phone.




the YWCA Area Negroes Seeking
Center are sponsoring a ',public
affairs program on the subject
of the Medicare Program on
p.m. in order to help the citi-
zens in the North Memphis
area to learn what benefits they
The meeting wil be held at
the Oates Manor auditorium at
1157 N. Manassas Street.
NEW YORk — (UP]) — Mrs.
In the Supreme Court," Mrs.
Motley said in a radio inter-
view.
••••
have a phone, and they went to
Mrs Ward to call the office
Mrs. Ward stated that while
in her home he cursed and
shouted to Mrs.. Thomas to he
quiet. Upon calling the office.
Mrs....Themas was told to pay
seven of the ten dollars, and
gave the representative the $10
bill. He told her that he did not;
have any change and that he
would bring the $3.00 back to
her. This was about 11 a.m.
Mrs. Thomas waited until
p.m., and the representati‘e
did not return. She called the
office and was told that if she'
wanted the $3.00, to come to the
office and get it. The man in
the office, Mrs. Thomas said,
was just as insulting.
Mrs. Ward asks that this
company refrain from using in-
sulting tactics when collecting,
and that the citizens of the city
stop their financing with the
Memphis Loan a n d Thrift
Company.
• NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems -
Nith a Small, Low Cost
Real Este* Loan


















ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better te




START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
Pre-Selected Used Car Bargains
Why buy someone's headache when you can buy one of these almost new cars







I 65 MUSTANG4,a the-floor, loaded w,th extras. $2095Not•s $17.47 Per Mo.
'65 Golaxi• 500
2-door hardtop. 352 Y-5, Cruis•-o-motte
& power. $2195.
Notts' $50.13 Per Mo.
New Thunderbird Town Landau
'65 Galaxi• 500
Automatic, power & air. $2295
Notes $51.46 Per Mo.
'65 Falcon
4 door, radio & heater. $1495
Not•s $34.20 P•r Mo.
. wee, UMW,
.011.
NO. •••• ▪ .0aft
F. none 500 Hardtop (Fairlane CT Hardtop shown on pg. 2)





New LTD by Ford . 4-Door Hardtop
It only take a minute to get a better deal - Nobody walks away
CHARGE YOUR DOWN PAYMENT — Trade ins accepted
HERFF FORD
2450 Summer
• If You Ouolify
Phone 458-1151
24 Oz. jar
WHERE MEATS AND PRODUCE
ARE UNIQUELY PREPARED
AND WHEREYOU ARE SERVED
WITH COURTESY AND LOW
PRICES
41111MMIMMININIMINIMEM




I #1 SWEET IPOTATOESlb 10e 
MEDDO-LAND Eiberta
PEACHES
(:an 4 For 99e
I IONA I
SWEET PEAS
1L?iz. 6 For 79e 
BUSH
GREENS





















25 2, $175 I
PRICES GOOD THRU SATURDAY 
THESE FINE A&P FOOD STORES SERVING THE








1 1 5 E. LAFAYETTE ST.
Jockson, T ...
OPEN TIL 1E00 P.M. DAILY
eage 4 DEFENDER
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY S, 1965
•
PL111111111% SANWELT — Maas opmeninl by the Ten-
saw, Ressler Rata Comeallnil tor the benefit at iss
Sineatiesol Fond wig be held at the Meet Claridge
Pilau Man Feb 4. ad the meet mealier wit be Gew-
gaw rook G. Clement. iteamie lay evagellea Making
aims ter the U-a-plase affair. sealed from le& are Zen.
Rev. Starks To Head
Ministers Alliance
Mews isr ISM were decent Committee dieirmen a r e
sties the interdenominational Errs. e C. Tiosiftw plar.
Coasters Alliance of MemphisAman s ru. truism: c. j
ad Shelby Cotety held the
Gamma education W. J. Neal_I__, meeting receatly.
trasportanoc H. H. James.
At the same meeting. the priamitast and reopen. Joyce
nuinolers gave a gaoling ova-
*. la Re,t. j. C. Nipark, die Patrick_ c-vic E. 
P Sealers.
- ipresident_ far his eseei- race relations- D_ T. Alcorn_
est leadership d the Alliace Pohitekr. F T Sanders- =m-
arine las term al office heirship P F Jaws. memo-
rial. and Mrs Amanda Ballard.
The sew officers are Revs. social acd
L Starks_ president,S B
Kyles. vice presadest:L L. Elected to serve on the M-
ho's*, secretary. J C Rich- bares special advisory eve:-
arise_ assistant otcreury. puttee as representatives of
Jaime5 If Lawson Jr.. eor:-e- the 12 poverty areas to Mem-
sPoollm0 lerletary: W. E phis's War on 
Poverty CASE -
Ragsdale. treasurer. W. L. settee were Rees. H_ L SuxtL
Yarned°. Blair T. Hat amd chairman. E L Brown. W. E
Miller Peace_ devotional lead- Ragmtiale. J N. Lawson. S. B
era ad D. S. Constagliam,,Lyies. W M Camper and .1





fill F PLALNS.. N Y.—Mrs.
iallian Hunter. noted civic
worker and New York social
and political leader, died here.
She was in her late sixties.
A former Republican party
committeewoman a n d close
friend and confelant of former
Gov Thomas E Dewey at New
York. Mrs Her recently re-
tired as director af the Harlem
office, Commission on Human




The Deacons Wives of
Greater Mt Monads Baptist
church will hoid an Installation
Service on Sunday. Feb 12. at
3 P.M . and Rev. M E Pleas-
ure will be the guest speaker
Rev Pleasure is pastor of
the New Teta mem Baptist
church. and the poill;c is
ed to hear him
Mrs Sadie Reedre ir general
chairman of the service. Mrs
Mattie Mallory secretary. and
Mrs. Matt* Taylor president of
the Deacons • Wives Auxiliary.
Rev. I W West is pastor nf
the dwell located at Ate S
Waimea St.
L. Dena% Ben W. C. Jaebnin. Rm. A. IL Cemphell,
Dr. A. doseidest el Se Ceiseeedhee; Wra.
bet Wean gesiebbeed et Se Illeonea's Chawerdlem Sew.
L Slay. Bev. .I. Campbell aid lidb Wables.
Faelbeg lbe ear are giber noteeleas et camualltee.
Fermin of ai tans are awned is Mind the ism%
Homecoming Day Youth Day To
At Grady Chapel Be Observed
Grady Chape CM I.."' c.:_rre a:
956 Seattle st_ wi.R observe
liomeesatig Day an Sonday
Feb_ 13, ia a program to be-
g at 3-3e pia,
Commings Street Baptist
church will have clarge of toe
=WilithafieritsdeidvPasswering:the
inesage_ the sC-TCe chrw ren-
dering the musac. ask
serving
The pair IS *Waal to at-
the proeram.
Rev W L Bates u pag:r of
Grady Cape/.
York
She was a former nimaginig
editor and a director of the
Amsterdam New sewspaper
and a vice eremites. of the
ly Funeral home. with of-






Families -Tape Messages 
Club To Install LeMoyne Alumni
Officers Feb.
iFor Men In Viet -Nam bmi.iden a Mein "
I 
Famabes ed luillenth serv-,reecodoil Yew is See milable grYalsildidaill""s":116411weild
MANS Cbaplar at Se 
la MY Theaday. Feb. 1. at •
PAL
Ocean are beepting Se 111=1-- a kaggik.
bury reatedbeg tarsi sew` IMillmd TI011sr- °atom 411 ,g,...
=es their isms sod bes-Mbe WEI Bed Craw Service
afficers rad their algal
dirTnellea aa add- Wain Familia. air sitielOm Jars- Gill" P Yell"'
The --Venues bese same gam.)1the 'Yeas tem Syne prie- 
nemalismi-; Mrs. Marie
by the fecal Bed Oyes aril fiaailes of serniamea ita= thy Coleman- seeretarY• Ill's- 1
:eras was started Mt worlaiscan aperatos. bus urged die NIL inee-Preasdeas Mrs
We ili-MOIMINIkle WIN ill Ilse lei- Eames:me Graves, assisted I
Jed each Tamoday awl lbersdey aeon to take alleaabspe at the
4 MEMOS& twee service as ad' as tuallies ieeretiirY- lira Carrie Sh11-1
1 The assjaity et the taped la .41"11121.1.111.- 
asams. treasairer: Mr. JohnurY
Mr
healers sok bale bees to sore- The reautioge age reads eseb Cidellua" eipa;aad
less serving in Visuirtasa. Toessky Timalay antraess Al'aisso Weaver, Pà
Jesswerer 
aamitaflln-
do chapter reports dentin= 3 pa. oil 5 pa aid Tbe untanatme address will
loan nay be Rest to serv:es- may be replayed ter dee sex.-
VIM ad wawa serviag in soy keine* by Zed Cam Field  be delivered hY Rev. 
 J. 
WDi-
pallneareeoldiegithe said- are made um, melees stationed ono mantsry West of the 
Greater Mt. Illoriala
aims tanaghait the arid_ Baptist dearth_ Music will be
der the aperviiimi at radio Tayiar said jangles Inseam rendered also 
by the Mt-
brimicasting stadeets from to make the tape recorded let- rah chou
Memphis State university. nod tars are asked to cail the Meat-
..esembers et the family. Each point:meat 272,463L
ger Miller Peace is the nunmay incheie the voices at Aphis Area Red cross ter as ap-
The Yeah Depart meat al Si.
Peter Bapog church at 1410
Mow at _ will observe AM
Toads Day on Sunday. Feb_
ZI. and the public is invited_
The young pewit will offici-
ate a: au i services beg:imams
web the Sunday school at P15,
with Albert Fisher and Ae
Howard in charge.
Al the 11 o'clock service, the
Junior Deacons will have com-
plete charge with music given
by the youth thou
A: a special program at 3
p m._ Rev. Leroy Bailey will
debrer the sermon A number
of youth chocs have been in-
vited to pa pate on the pro-
gram
The Rad» Corporain of
America —RCA— will soca es- Joe Inas= is co-chairmar_
abtsh faetnr- here to eon_ Of Me .0bSer. =Ct. MISS Bever-
06,0e television sets_ and ilansst.on reporter. and Rev.
C Gaston pastor at theperS02.4 who wisb to snit there
shock' an applicatitio with
the Tennestee Department of
Em.,.- 4ormmt Security at 135
Poplar greet immediate.
The company is to start a
trairang program m a few days,
persona wantmg to partici-
pate in is should file an *Mien-
noe at once
One of Mns Hunter's p e t
chanties was the Hi)lie Day. False AlarmNurwry. which she served as
Prendent- and for lrnacl she SWLNGFIELD. Englaeol ;UPl.
originated in New York City the _Bomb disposal lame spent
first deter.ante eon/boo ever to most oi a &today probaig an
Present Negro trn--3 to meletY- eight-foot-deep lane watt a sus-
She was a member et the Na- pitims ..metaihe ob_
nasal Assonance of Baseness ire-- at the, bottom The cause
and Priessioc.ai Women of the alarm turned oat to be
Funeral sercres are being two emPtY tin cans
beld today ftvisi St Mara
Methodist Church in New York
City. where she served as a
member of the trustee board.
Mrs. Ede Mallory was Mrs.
Ilesser's done comeania in her
lam days. Chicago friends who
are ea rate to New York to
attend the final rises Iodate
Mr. and Mrs. George L McCain
their son Merles. and Mrs
Cherie, Collins.
New Life For Oldsters
BRAMio-rr. Encind • LTI)
—Newtyweds Sans 134111-T3.Ts and
Gertrude Taplin piin to eini-
.=ate to New Zealand_ Berrows
is 74 and his bride is 71. They
were married during the week-
end
ossaa•••••■•••••••••••••••••••■••
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
cAR WASH $125. c▪ ftectiv• II•veirthei 2 9 I sfis
s
• Sai lay II all ere P •






• sos op. s tie io
•  Friday •
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH










"Happy" Rankins Dies Suddenly
liesaphis' Wiliam (Happy)
Raaiss died suddenly at K. IL
Cramp Hospital. Friary, Jan
Well knows' aroined the Beale
Street area_ Happy was strick-
en an lus yob it s Talker-
mg Shop and was =shed to the
hospital where he was pronoun-
red dead. He also worked at
Climb Paradise as a ticket tak-
er.
Mr Rankles was the hos-
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The Senate confirmed the soes-
martian of two ambassadors
and the director of the Com-
munity Relations Service
• CRS.
The ambassadors are Mar-.
sha.1 B Janes. Posted to Ma-
lawi. and Cecil B Lyon.. Posted
to Ceylon. The CRS director is








each time yogi buy 2 half-grdions of
MIDWEST MILK





NO TRAFFIC OR PARKNI6 PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
a • 7 







Oue your $4.00 Six mouths $3.50 :
kindly semi me the Tri-litete 1
Defewiler S. address below e .
s RENTAL ROSES AVAILABLE
For Individuals And Grasps
Placa Year Order Hew
1
t s tA sad Asessuries
.  s C.ALL„ WRITE sr Witt
i TNE NEP ISSTATI IIEFOOElt 
s CUSTOM TAILORS
- TO 
.. 1 H s
• 
.."46010.
Sims Adlikein lase Ne.
'YOUR
241 Vance Ass. JA 74320
Meassikits. Toreasese
Csmems, Alamo Wine raw Ask Far And
Goose Mese Vas Die er
band al Mrs_ Veltan father at
Geoffrey Unica and four
other children son of Mr. and
Mrs D. inszeiww. brother of
Mrs Geraldine Mils. Nephew
ci Mrs. Nannie Rank= and
Mrs. Blaeche Rashes. san-o-
law of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Reser and other reauves and
friends
R S. Lewis and Saes Funer-







412 S. Perkins En.
sun.
Ms Warn Alma Clue
mingais isu •nduct ha regu
birr atoRtily ocean dies Sun
Feb. 6, at P.M. so earn
pea is the Brownlee Hall facia_
is, haw
Ihossr L. Henderson. pr.
dont, Raid plans for presenting
the iirosigney Theatrical Ei
travois's' bs Bruce Hall
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SRRTING TODAYfoz co kill a set of
ENGLISH DINNERWAREpiicierivi





sae piece a week with $5 purl-hose







2 BREAD & MITERS
10 PIFI,CES OF ENGLISHDINNERWARE
4611
TVIIVT11
itiSall the extra 4-pieeeplace settings and




With coupons & purcbases in your Big Star
mailer. Redeem each and every valuable
coupon. It only takes 1200 Quality Stamps to
fill a saver book, so be sure and redeem your
coupons. First week coupons expire Feb. 801.
;.1 •






Some Tigers began the sec- !entitle. Baptist Church, of which
c,nd semester with the followinsti Rev. W M. Fields, Jr.. is pas-
iesolut'ons: to study more and i tor
play less; to make the honori Upon graduation, she plans to
roll; to come to school every,lattend either Illinois Wesleyan
day, and to treat every Tigero
of Mer.phis State University to
Lion, Cobra, Devil and Wildcat
better than before.
StIkKESPEARE PLAY
The English Department of
Manassas High School present-
ed the National Shakespeare
Comploy on Monday, Jan. 31,
in "MaeBeth" in the Cora P.
Taylor Auditorium.
The company has enriched,
entertained and satisfied many
audiences throughout the coun-
try through its %Rid presenta-
tions.
SPOTLIGHT
This semaster, the gold and,
blue spotlights will not shine
togethei. The gold will shine
only on individuals, while the
blue will dazzle only for organi
ati on s.
-
The gold spotlight this week
shines on Helen Johnson, a
senior in the 12-13 home-room,
under the supervision of Mr.
Milton Barber.
study 1 usiness management or
iociology .
Helen lives with her parents
at 917 N. Claybrook. Hats off
to a very fine young lady!
Shinirg in the blue spotlight
this week is the Personette So-
cial Chu), which includes juniors
and seniors.
The cfficers are lielen Jack-
son, pc.esident; Patricia Clax-
ton, ace president; Shirley
Rice, secretary; Rita Surgeon,
assistant secretary; Audrey
Applewhite, treasurer; Cellus-
tine Lloyd, chaplain: Barbara
Brown, parliamentarian: Patsy
Coleman, business manager;
and Barbara Ellis, historian.
Other members include Gloria
Hamp.on, Barbara Grove, Er-
nestine Rice, Barbara Rowe,
Peaehie Thomas, Carolyn
Little, Ada Johnson, Evan-
geline hill and Edna Sellers.
Mrs. Fannie Taylor is the
sponsar
On campus, Helen is presi-
dent of the Personette Social TOPS AT MANASSAS
lub, Vice president of Future LaJuana Johnson
, Thomas
Business Leaders of America.lCarter, Anita Spraggins, Otis
Leaders of America,il Reevc
s• Alma Barnum, Charles
of Futur Hall. Lila Gatlin, Melvin Hall,e!










ECUMENICAL PLANNERS — An Ecumenical National
Youth Week observance will be presented next Sunday at
Mt. Olive Cathedral CME church and is to be sponsored by
the Methodist Christian Youth Fellowship. Officers shown
here, seated from left, are Miss Ruth Pegues, vice presi•
Society. Mu Epsilon Theta meth
Club, the Social Studies Club,




Haynes, Howard Jackson, Nor-
ma Boothe, Annie Rupert and
She is a member of the Vol- Sam Et ans.




Robinson's Vitamin B with Iron
The Perfect Tonic
For the Aged und LonNalescent
Pint $1.50 "
CR EO-V EN
This Cou gh Remedy contains












22 N. Second St. Est. 1869








climaxed next Sunday in a pro- : The program will be high- NEW YORK — Total 
Esso The Esso Education Founda-
gram to start at 6 P.M. at the
Mt. Olive Cathedral CME 
lion check for $150,000 was the.
:lighted by a debate on the sub- gifts to the United Negro College biggest in the Foundation's
ject: "The Rebellious Powers topped $1 million when the Esso
church, and the public is invit- $2,348,000 program for the 1965-Versus the Power of God.- '
ed. •Education 
Foundation recently!66 academic year. Included In
1
Participants will be Miss Bet•presented a check for S150,000 the total were a regular unre-
The observance is being Mitchell, Richard Simpson. to U. N. C. F. officials in the stricted grant of $50,000 and
sponsored by the Methodist .. 
s 4 lanother $100,00 toward U. N.-
'Yvonne Glason, Dennis Greene'
Miss;New York offices of Humble,Miss Sandra Fifer,
Christian Youth Fellowship, C. F.'s separate $50 milliion De•
and Miss Thelma Rhodes. 
Oil and Refining company.a recently organized city-wide Ivelopment Fund campaign.
young organization composed of. 1 Dr. Frederick D. Patterson,' The Esso Education Founda-
oyung people and adult super- lion has now given $300,000 to
Music will be sung by the *
-- -
visors of the African Methodist 
. ___ 
Ecumenical choir, which re- 
president of the Fund, and
U. N. C. F'. for its Development
.executive vice president, accept- Fund and haspledged another
the ,St. Andrew church. $100,000 contribution in 1966. 'Pre-Valentine Tem ed the $150,000 in awards fromRobert 0. Goodykoontz, a vice 
rector of Christian Education president of Humble Oil, who
Planned Fcr Feb. 6 for the South Memphis District ,represented the Esso Education Cotton Bowlof the CME church, and is aFoundation. BATON ROUGE. La. —'
The Founders Day Group spons
or of the Ecumenical
Week.
'
(UPI) — The Downtown Lions
Leaders, with Mrs. Hattye L. 
1 Standard Oil Company (New
'
Its theme is "What in the Jersey), Humble's parent 
firm, Club never had any doubts
:
Harrison as chairman, will World Are We Waiting For?" .established the 
Foundation ten who would win the Cotton Bowl
:
sponsor a Pre-Valentine Tea I years ago to coordinate Its 
Football Game.
at Avery Chapel A.M.E. Church :own gifts to education and those The Club ordered thousands
of 882 Trigg avenue on Sunday. Fair Job Support of its domestic affiliates. Humble of Louisiana State University
Feb. 6, at 4 p.m. 
affiliate is a major, LOS ANGELES — (NPI) 
'Oil, Jersey Standard's largest
"victory" car tags a full week
— contributor'i
Chairmen of the various Episcopal churches and institu- to the Foundation 
ahead of the game even though
.
,
committees are: Mrs. Dorothy tions in the Los Angeles diocese 
undefeated Arkansas was fav-
Coleman and Mrs. Ernestineihave been urged by the Episco-I James S. Avery of Humble is ored 
to run away with the con.
Graves, refreshments; M r 5,; pal Society for Cultural and Fa national vice chairm
an of this test. LSU won 14-7.
Mamye Tuggle. courtesy; Mrs.lacial Unity, to favor contrac- year's U. N. C. F. 
fund-raising
Cleo M. Jones and Walter Guy !tors and suppliers who practice;campaign, w
hich seeks to raise The license plates, which say
Jr., decoration; and Miss Susie'lfair employment. more than 
$5 million for the "LSU Tigers, Cotton Bowl
Blackburn, publicity. ; The denomination's prog
ram expanding needs of its 33 mem- champs. '66," will be sold for
Is similar to the Project Equali-,ber colleges and universities in $1 apiece with the money going
Rev. Miller Peace is the pas- ty project presently in operationieleven states throughout the to the club's program for blin
d
tor. by the Roman Catholic Church. South, children
dent; Miss Mars a Jones, assistant secretary; and Miss
Deborah Greene, secretary. Standing, same order, are Em-
bery Hunt, worship leader; Miss Faith Flynn, president;
and Dennis Greene, parliamentarian. (McChriston Photo)
Boxtown Community
Organizes Cub Pack
Boxtown in southwest Shelby shown and the number of people
County once again has show
, who took Cub Scout training will
help to achieve the goals of
what a proud and cooperative Scouting through character
spirit can do to offset. a so- building, citizenship training
called low social-economic area. and physical fitness.
The entire community pushes
Oscar Smith is the Institu-
all efforts to provide enrichment tional Representative. Members
opportunities for its youth.
of the committee are Clarence
Recently the Whites Chapel Owens, Leevorn Brown, Joe
A. M. E. church, pastored by Hampton and John Mohn.
Rev. Louis Williams, adopted The Cubmaster is Walter
Cub Scouting to serve the whole Booker and Den Mothers are
community. The Scout commit- Mrs. Ella L. Gage, Mrs. Velma
tee and leaders are made up of Brown, Mrs. Emma Murphy,
men and den mothers from all Mrs. Betty J. Ealy and Mrs.
the churches and organizations',Minnie Booker.
in the community. I The Cub Scout pack will be
!
Earl Walker, who served asOfficially installed during Scout
organizer, feels that the intereat i Month In February.
BEST CARS IN THE SOUTH
(49' DOUBLE CHECKEDnr USED CARS
'64 Buick . . . $2675
Electra 225. 4-door hardtop. 6-wIn-
doW. factory air and full power.
Completely equipped including pow-
er windows and seats. One owner,
clean inside and out.
'61 Cadillac .. $1795
Coupe,DeVille. Solid black, factory
air, full power, real nice.
'61 Oldsmobile $995
88 4-Door Hardtop. Full power and
factory air. Real nice city car.
'65 Buick . $3095
LeSabre custom 4-dr. hardtop. Fac-
tory air and full power. 15.000 ac-
tual miles. Here is one that is like
new. Has new tires.
'62 Cadillac $1995e I Squire Station Warm. Automatic,
'63 Buick . . . $2095
Custom Wildcat coupe. Full power
and 'factory air. Black and white.
Black bucket seats. Double sharp.
'60 Buick . . . $1087
Custom Invicta Station Wagon.
Power steering, power brakes, fac-
tory air. radio and heater, bucket
seats'. Like new.
'62 Pontiac. a . $1395
2-door Catalina hardtop. Power
steering and brakea Loaded.
\ 64 Pontiac . $2285
4-door. Hardtop B.ozneville. Full
power and factory r. Cannot be
told from new!
'62 Falcon ..$985
4-door sedan. Full power radio and 
heater, pace and econ-and fully
equIpped orny!
739 UNION AVE. OPEN
'62 Plymouth .. $875
Fury convertible. V-8. automat Ir.
power steering and power brakes.
'64 Ford . . . . $1597
Galaxie 500 4-door Hardtop' Fully
equipped, full power, extra clear
'59 Ford . . . $695





Grand Prix. Full power and factory
air. mag. wheels, real nice.
'61 Buick . $1295
Electra 225 4-dr. hardtop. Factory
air, full power, solid wnite. A
cream puff.
'TIL 9 P.M.
Esso Gifts To UNCF
Exceeds $1 Million
'63 Buick . . . $2195
Wildcat convertible. Factory air and
full power, many more extras. Real
sharp.
'63 Ford ...1 $1485
Galaxie 4-door sedan. Air cond.,
power steering. Solid white. Sharp.
'61 Chevrolet . $1195
Impala ooup• V-8. Powergitde. ra-
dio and heater, white aidewall
tires. Double stun,. •
'65 Buick . $3195
Wildcat coupe. Factory air ar
power. Low mileage. One
Grey with black top. Double sh.
'63 Oldsmobile S1?945
Sedan 88. 4-door hardtop. Fact. air




THAT CAN BE MADE
SLACK 1r
BROWN





pars—knowing they're the &nest you can buy. Fine
band-craftsmanship ... rich styling ... luxurious
leathers . . . assure you instant and everlasting















OF SKATING STARS AND CHAMPIONS
Includes
RONNIE ROBERTSON










"Most lavish and entertaining"
--N.Y. TIMES
"A groat dram; show"
—N Y HERALD TRIBUNE
"11.0+ show ever"
—TORONTO TELEGRAM













World's Greefest Ice Spectacular
features Six Glorions Productions








Tuesday, February 22, Through Sunday, February 27
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Request Denied
"Thee hid beet moth Mit-
• cd Ghana Presider.
Kluane .Nkrumak. especluro-
the Unitiel States. Fit nila heel:
aroused of lortist hominega
=Tirtgtc eseirse is form of sa-
-jona purity tbst omen Wing
Glum, timer to-the Weste-t
power. Unde- Dr. Kb-torah. t
hoe ieer ewe; repeoc..er tbot
Giannief necarany Ot unstable
and shaky as te boric- on bin&
now/. And this. they are loy-
zot Fet. IItherallaXernt of et-
momagent Cpentillit In pert-
riots prioarts ha. heron!! lie
country's resource" or abffity
get fiseigt meat
It Ave .wait ce these &racks
mane the United States' YeUr---
a: cf Goma', regime far 127
mama dalianf worth of onephss
foods_ Of couree this ilecisiam
1= sot miscued America to
the brwrte of the panda of
7:1-Azia.. They view the refusal
is an atterme oforce tjv
mitm-ay into the orbit of Amer,
con political thrash: and our
toiditice of repre-
sernat-re gesserantert No Af-
rican state is ready for impor-
tation of dmasaucy as it is
Africa In
It amears fruet the recent
jicardta: erupcoa that leFt.1127
takeovers have become the °r-
ole- of the clay in free Africa_
Nigera_. heretofore coomidered
the most pc.caDy stable of
the newly independent ftates.
has beet Plunged into a tight-
mare of sections. rivaines c--by kidnaping, and asease•-
mitisaf erring Se military an
encase to seise promr.
General Begjils girvoChrist-
mas coup it Dahomey was fol-
lowed by Woad Boluany's
New Years Day poach in the
Cettra African Republic. Om
Ono of that is the ousting of
Presidert Yameogro it Upper
ycilta by the army. And just
a few mcctits before the sad of
1M. G. !lobs:to se kihrisse:f
up it power xt the turbulent
Congo.
it alinort :nstance. there
Isere conimor eiemerts it the
situatiom, that played into the
hands of the ancibrjoas mflit-
✓ ts Wait...1 it the wings. rz-
errpicytnett. low wages. Ulna-
'don. a rworim and menet bu-
reaucracy. unproular govern-
Meet austeri sntkpaft
knout it the Lashed Staitee.
Nor if there um Africa/a newly
rociepencieen =rim ready for
communism either
Now_ it far as -theme are
kfgpetlaF of Marxism and
=wry trim cam Mend with cm-
tart At..fricat caturra trunnion*
and political ecolmmry. such af-
Tects may he fond vrni the
ortoctples of gominnert :lake
leadenimip tryimg to
evolve. That iprecitely what
Prmider: 1*-- ---rost is attempt-
Oar to Oa. Wit efforts thin far
have mused assameimation
acterroro sta bis lik an 
dm of banal* a eriticibio
ahroati
Mary Aflicesie 111011111e that
wester!! crtiebrin al Ds. 
mal is a whihe =Ilex actior
aimed at diacrediting the fleet
I lack Africa. anwerinnent to
wim independence afotir the Se-
oand wcr:d War. 'This
conclusior would seem Mei-o-
at/le ft the face of the memo
decisiot of the United. !Aides
:bat fileTi-arais from other cold-
tries aruet take Triunity ove-




have conspired against the eta-
hifit2r of role.
Giver time to oumsolidate
their power military rulers may
fame mati eplaatZ=0113i. Jaen,
tignar as to make a return to
dsi goiernmoot a virtual nn-
poslity. This is the patterr
'that bas reproduced ittelf
lerviarlieon history: one mili-
tary hegemony isouid forum
asistise• iirtf the masees
-wise enough to clonsolitiate
their etreagth and forte the
military out
This v-as true ir LOth ape
19th cenvary Europe; what
Africa is going through if no-
more that farrriar the
historicaJ tremors that precede
the onset of civil rovenimert it
countries where the people are
the olthhate masters of then
OWL political destany.
Wiitary rule tnais• not be ocer-
nog_ but it is too imrleorlile
roide a r.ation into the rigbt
claws of development in line
with the ideals of a free society.
Africa. Lio other states_ wi.T




ducerneete tt wirte andesta,
!‘aerrt/ oi7leges are practicing
reverse :ritegration. it Is a
heettlio departure from the
amoeba= policy of reatrict-re
qtaataln or outright ornia4 cif
admiasior to white etudents.
For years this 1P-20„F the practice
at Howard r-nivereity. one of
the learnag Negro Unive-sitiee
IL the ttited States. It sio &-
On. Howard was yield to
cia1 mores in both Neoro
oldte communities w br,
frowned upon racial admixturi
soen at the acadatik
It is therefore a 'dye -1 er-
Lightemment and Orteiiectun
amtmerity whm the administra-
tions of theme coileges find it
ensedimit and wise to exteed
i
sebelambips to Indigent via,'
BT mating integrator: a two-
-way street the Negro ittirt
limo are helping to make racial
equality at enduring procees
The old separatist phil000play
whId afflicted Negro higher
edecatioe is out of joint it m
era in which the etrems it on
obliteratiln of the line of racial
deinartatim.
The emberninbeg contratx-
bon tbat bad plagued Negro
studied and Negro schools it
alma to be internee* re-
mised. Negro applicants were
placid in the sort ward posit:W..-
of banging os the doors of
white adhoolsfo adinissior
w'hle Xagrc• colleges vivre tors-
lig dome the applications flew
white stole:its who were per-
fectly wining to breach the






MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR..
Bond And The Constitution
AT'LANTA — The reuse.; of
the Georgia State Legislature
to ease. Julian Bond strase at
the very vitals of one of the
too!: precious Ainesricon and
human right
Faure to °erred this hypo-
and high-handed injust-
ice will meas :hat America is
approaches.; a ClanteTionE total-
itarian periphery where die-
Few becemee eymenymoos with
Cs/co-Qty. American histary re-
cords me time Irbeit the right
to sposstion our foreign'
has hoes so seventy thwarted.
One of America's ereateft
pendants on exercised tn.=
democratic right It was Abra-
ham Liassin. -o-hc, as a fret
term ocrogressmat. stood cm the
floor of CEllitrre&E and vigcroos-
ly apposed the United States
war with Merico.
ifiellery Me, mot reeved say
isiotance of either a matiamid or
prowimid outcry io assdemma-
tine of Limeshes stead wises
our intim was is its infancy.
Therefore. it does ibeIsed
seem ludicrous a: this time_
that Negro State Representa-
tive eiect Horace Judea Bond's
disamit aver the nation's potato=
it Viet Nam should have caus-
ed hint to face a loyalty diai-
lenge and denial of his right to
take his seat in the Georgia
Gemeral Ably.
'It is grimly ironic to note
that may of Bases political
csillearees sad critics did as
feel that they were violatiog
the C.. S. Constitation *rhea
they sologis to panelist, ra-
dii sopregatism from their
vaunted paatisms. er a t the
my hog. twmed a dsaf Gar
whew their friends and caw
rues sapported segregation sod
blatant racial abscriminatioa.
One vornacos why coneciett-
Vol obyertioe. as at alternative
to the draft becomes an act of
cbsioyarry. when this is a right
com.ferred by I ne Congress
through the Seiective Service
Act..
I support Bead it his right
as a (-three to dieagree with our
foreige polies. II is inhustice to
him sad to menntiese other
American to prevail* that he is
Asko-al or that he weal fail
to support the cesatitatisa of
the United States eddy be-
cause he takes Mime with the
US- position am Viet Nam,.
I an vividly recall book
1S5& whet the come Georgia
Legisla t re resooncied with a-i-
tx-ism of the S Supreme
Court and its decision at school
segregation. but there was no
Foch quer-Jon of kryalty thee-
Some premisesst persons who
arir smsetiom llsors
Sale t• -nlipsid the Cassitirtion
of the United Stator have faH-
ed 'miserably is this regard.
The Csastit otiose) gastraatees
of fa citineoship have been de-
nied Negroes in Georgia while
sone of Bowes critics occupied
their seats of power.
As was stated by 23 Demo-
cratic member" of Cabe:rem
who wired a pretest to the
Governor and Somber of the
Georgia House. "The rights of
every Amnia, stand ia 
/lardy if the action of the
44eiriria Home is toot reversed
and Juhea Bond acconied the
west to Which be was elected
and which be has now bees &-
wad beessme be has exerdiell







sport Tells GOP Some Truths
Ir. oft opinion.
beit iit &Ma seem to me that,
ler and her. the Republic= is
am of the strangest saints&
• in oar Ammocat society. It in-
villeins me that the elephant
Amid he the timbol of Re-
*breams.
Tiler say at eephant never
impute. Stenetimes, I am con-
s-Mad that Republicans never
renombse lemon! it teens they
have
Yom take Rickard Nixon —
aid you "say have him. Our
Sanmer rice-Presideat asked
foe defeat when be ran against
the late Remedy because he
refused to speak out ma sever•
al vital imam
Memo himself, later declar-
ed he could have won had he
courted the Negro vote. Yet.
he was ode of the leaden of
the Goldwater campaign which
brought the greatest blight up-
CM the GOP which it has ever
known_
Not ar Repiblicaros are so
herr-bent or the complete anni-
hilation of the Republitan
Parry — and therefore — of
the twoopany system_ We were
gratified and relieved to receive
recently a hard hitting. no-non-
sense.. tell 'eta hire it is.. report
frori: the Ripon Society. a group
of prom, members of the busi-
ness. profeseional and academk
cornmunities
This organization& with head-
quarter* it Cambridge_ Mass-
echuseets- appears to be com-
prised of ',emetic yam, larks
who are committed to beht.
coastroctive peficies dftOes' sed
to entrance the GOP. rater this
destroy it,.
Their report. a thooghtfoliy
assembled eight page news-
letter. is entitled nepubllcats
Arid the Negro Revolution —
'1965.- I wish it were posiolie
to tell :rout an the significant
pointe covered. bp: cioly
be able to corer a few high-
light& to wit:
Ripon sees three came for
concern it what it terms 'The
Republican Response to the Ne-
ro Revolution.- They are the
000t Sued priority by the Na-
tional GOP ce the -Southern
Strategy.- the failure to ?ems.-
_ tire the Negro reaction to con-
vereation and the breakdown of
communicatiors with the Negro
cumin unity.
Ripon says these iesues Truro
be faced frontally before the
GOP can begin to come to terms
with the problem, Many GOP
Leaders, the society feels. are
still hopeful that by comprio
mitring bask Linoolnian P.e-
publicon princlinies, they can
crack the white solid Soya
Ray Bliss, Natimal GOP
Chairman, despita, statesman-
like pronouncements about
wooing the Negro vote. ha;
riven little leadership in tho
direction, the society feels.
Ripem paints to the leas= ti
he karma in the steaming
Lindeay victory.
-The elections of 1965 show
that Republicans can and must
win Negro votes in the North
and South. The roughly 40 per-
cent Negro vote Republican
John Lindsay received in New
York was essential to his mar-
gin of victory. And in LOElbr-
vine. Negroes gave an estimat-
ed 50 per cent of their votft
the vic-torioos Repub!itan can-
didate for Mayor. Ketrieth A.
Schneid.-
Ripon rightly adhages that
Republicans fail to graep the
intensity of Negro reaction to
Goldwater conversatios a n d
13irdi Society extremiem.
The Rip= Society lists sev-
eral guidelines by which it feels
the GOP could make its was-
beck to esteem with the black
voter. There most be an open
P.epublican Pasty in the South.
The Natkra: GOP should cal!
77.• 7T17-J..7 male-ewe cc the
Negro and CivH Rights
Jobs stkust be -- Neg-
roes ce Senatorial' az,: -
signal Campalm
Repoh5cat Policy 7 77- .
arid nail-ideal 47anteress ions I
staffs. Negroes rue be even
repesootatiaa me -a* National
RepQblicae Commillee. Corn-
must be e.‹ablish-
ei Woh. Negro lesider- Con-
stesseions.: stachr tea=s should
be created to make gratis mots
studies of how the Negre "ire;
with his special
This isis an eameneet report.
I: is strong.. It states facts and
calls nanift and Mll dowa is-
eia. You can probabh- ire a
copy by writing the Ripon So-
ciety. Post Office Box 138.
Cambridge. Nam. 02138. I hope
Richard Nixon has read it —
but then I waltder if it would








resigned his portfolio because
of the abortive efforts he play-
ed in trying to negotiate peace
ir Viet Nam. Amintora Fanfani
blamed his wife for the politi-
co crieie.
He would have weathered hi;
own errors but Signora Fanfari
set up an embarrassing inter-
ricer vOth at ultra right-wing
editors by which time nobody
- could figure what Faafani one
up to.
One can only say heaven help
the politicise who's got a wife
wine wants to belp hint.
Mos Caesar die-cooed a wife
bacause a younr hot biood
forced his way tato her
swimmieg pool to get at on.
at She maids. Visa sasionse re-
saiiiied Caesar that his wife
bad lidther encouraged,. skied.
COMOSINd the earibarrase-
meld. Caesar replied. -Caesar's
sift Ewa be above anima.*
Oat aba mint
Andrew Jackson almost ammo
a cropper with his wife. Rachel
Donelsot. He mar' ried the lady
before she had obtained a legal
divorce and did not discover
this impetuous oversight until
two years later.
Being an American and thus
not as sertimastal as the Its-
':an not as ruthless as the Ro-
man. Jackson neither kicked
her out nor did he resign but
his political enemies made
capital out of his -technical-
bigamy.
Joseph Caillaux was t h P
Prime Minister of France in
19.14. Ho had persuadsd the
Germane not to start a World
War, three rem. before when.
to prevent an incident at Aga-
dir in Africa. he t-oLied the
'Raieer half of French Morocco.
He might have reminded
them not to invade Relgium by
*one such other clever stra-
tagem except for his wife. Very
calmly she walked into the of-
fice of Gaston Caamattle. the
editor of Le leigam and shot
him dead.
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HATS, HATS, AND MORE HATS! That is
what will be seen on Friday night, Feb. 4.
in the sixth annual Hat Show sponsored by
the Parent•Teachers Association of the Han.
Icy Elementary school in the Orange
Mound community. Wearing some of the
creations to be exhibited are Mrs. Louise
liolman, seated, and Miss Edna E. Fish-
er, adjusting netting on Mrs. Holman's
chapeau. While oatching the shoo, the au-
dience will hate an opportunity to enjoy an
old-fashioned chicken dinner, which is in-
cluded in the admission charge to the Hat
Show.
Court Orders Admission Of
Negroes To N.C. Dental Unit
NEW YORK — Jack Green-
berg, director-counsel of the
NAACP Legal Defense a n d
Educational Fund, Inc., called
for the withholding of Federal
funds from national, state and
local medical and dental or-
ganizations because of racial'
discrimination in southern med-
ical and dental societies.
In a telegram to John W.
(;ardner, secretary f Health,
Education and Welfare, Mr.
Greenberg charged that hun-
dreds of medical and dental
societies throughout the South
exclude Negroes.
HEW has the authority under
Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 to withhold funds!
from agencies practicing dis-
crimination.
T h e telegram followed a
Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals
ruling Thursday ordering the
admission of a Negro dentist to
the North Carolina Dental So-
ciety.
The dentist. Dr. Reginald C.
Hawkins of Charlotte through
gan court action to gain admis•
sion to the society in 1960. The
case had been pending in the
appellate court for more than
14 months prior to Thursday's
decision.
The same appellate court in
1963 gave the Legal Defense
Fund its first victory over hos-
pital segregation when it ruled
that hospitals receiving Federal
funds under the Hill-Burton
Art could not discriminate. The
ruling was subsequently upheld
by the U.S. Supreme Court.
No Negroes had previously
been admitted to the North Ca
rolina Dental Society, and a re-
cent report by the Medical Com-
mittee for Human Rights said
only three Negroes had been
!admitted to local medical so-
cieties in North Carolina.
The Circuit Court held that
1state and local dental societies,
although private organizations,
; are closely involved in govern-
mental affairs, and hence are
prohibited by the 14th Amend-
ment from practicing discrimi-
nation.




The Hanley Elementary School
Parent-Teacher association will
present its sixth annual Hat
Show on Friday night, Feb. 4,
from 7 to 9 p.m.
Several well-known hat de-
signers have entered models,
and some will be showing off
such styles as turbans, boulders
and other unique chapetux
which can be worn gracefully
by models. Several stores will
also be participating.
The Hanley Hat show has be-
come an outstanding social
event since it was established,
land is one that is looked for-
!ward to by the fashion-con-
scious members of the Mem-
phis community.
Proceeds from one such affair
provided funds for the school
to introduce its own "Operation
Headstart" before the Federal
program was initiated.
Mrs. Lucille Hill is president
of the PTA, and Mrs. Beulah
Williams principal of the school.
peal by the North Carolina Le
gislature of several statutes,
which involved the dental so-
ciety in state government, in-,
eluding one which gave the!
society power to nominate can-
didates for the State Board of
Dental Examiners which regu-
lates the practice of dentistry
In the state.
. The Legal Defense Fund won
a similar ruling in January,
1964, when a Federal District
'Court in Georgia held that pro-
fessional societies which parti-
cipate in the selection of state
rofficials may not discriminate.
The Georgia court reaffirmed
its decision last week after dis-
covering that the local society
had not complied with its ori-
ginal order.
However, a HEW spokesman
said that less than 70 Negro
dentists are presently members
of dental societies in southern
states.
HEW has granted 6700,000 to
the American Dental Associa-
tion, parent body of the state
societies, for research a n d
training in the present fiscal
Ky. Sets Pace For Dixie With
A Forward Civil Rights Law
FRANKFORT, Ky. — (NPI),
— Kentucky Gov. Edward T.'
Breathitt signed the recently'
enacted state civil rights oiil!
into law in a significant cere-
mony before the statue of Presi-
dent Abraham Lincoln in the
capitol rotunda.
The bill, which passed the
Senate 361 with one abstention,
and the House of Representa•
Oyes 76-12, will go into effect on
July 2. It forbids discrimination
in public accommodations and
businesses and industries em-
ploying eight persons or more.
The measure makes Kentucky
the first state south of the Ohio
River to pass a comprehensive
civil rights bill. The public ac-
commodations and employment
sections are considered strong-
er than the Federal Civil Rights
Act of 1964.
Administration and civil rights
leaders and others favoring the
bill sat in almost stunned si-
lence in the packed gallery as
President of the Senate. Lt. Gov-
ernor Harry Lee Waterfield, an-
nounced passage uf the legisla-
tion.
The Rev. W. J. Hodge, presi-
dent of the Kentucky NAACP
conference, said everyone sear
him "just sat there." lie credit-
ed Gov. Breathitt with much of
the success of the till.
"I am happy about the bill,
of course," said Hodge; "I
think it is a significant step for-
ward in the history of the state
Rights Panel
BOSTON — (NPI) — A 16-
man archdiocesan commission
on human rights, which will be
chiefly concerned with racial
issues, was formed last week
by Richard Cardinal Cushing,
archbishop of the Catholic
Church in Boston. The commis-
sion, composed of clergymen,
nuns and laymen, will work
with existing agencies involved
in the promotion of human and
civil rights.
of Kentucky and the nation. It and the people of Kentucky",
will now be a question of en- when asked If he thought the'
forcement.
Senate vote was anti•ciimactic.
"The governor has done such "The vote," continued Breat-
hitt. "gave strong and over-
- 
la great job Inettl n- this 
hm 
NA helming endorsement that all
through both chambers that pas- people of Kentucky are entitled
sage now seems almost anti- to all the guarantees of the
climactic." Constitution."
The minister then called for The National Urban League
the state to name Negroes tolappiauded the Kentucky lees-
state hoards and suggestedliature's action, saying, "The
others be hired in responsiblelIpassage of a civil rights bill
jobs. by the Kentucky general assem-
Rev. Hodge was among those .y .ni is an event that reflects a
invited to attend the signing, significant breakthrough in the
Others Included the Rev. Rob- patterns of race relations in the
ert Estill. chairman, State Corn- South
mission on Human Rights; Mrs. 
.
Dann C. Rya Sr., commission "Considering that il will out.
member; and Galen Martin,law racial discrimination in em -
;executive director. ployment and public accommo
dations (effecti..e July 1), — a
The governor, after accepting first in a Southern or border
Congratulations of the group,
paid tribute to civil rights lead-
ers for making possible "this
great historic and proud day in
Kentucky history."
I "I am grateful for the leader-
ship exhibited by those backing
civil rights in the state and their
restraint and effective work. 1
.am also proud of the legisla-
ture."
Breathitt paid tribute to he
leadership of both parties for
passage of the bill . Ile said
passage of the bill showed that
both Republicans and Democrats
were in agreement on such fund-
apiental principles as ci
state since Reconstruction —
Kentucky Gov. Edward T. Breat-
hitt deserves commendation for
proposing and strongly support-
ing this meaningful civil rights
legislation broader in scope than
the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
"The Federal law will ulti-
mately cover all employers hav-
ing 25 workers or more, hut the
Kentucky law applies to em-
ployers of eight or more per-
sons.
"Americans of good will every-
where hopefully look on this
encouraging move In Kentucky
as an augury of things to come
and indicative of a new and en-
rights. ;lightened transition from the
The governor said the quIck'old traditions and 
racial atti-
passage of the hill was a "great tudes that have h
eld sway in
credit to the general essembiy Dixie."
to wait two years to get in. by nurses and therapists. The
Itgardless of whether a per-Patient pays the first $50 of
 all
son is insured if he wants "Partlauch expenses which he
 incurs
B" insurance, he should sign uelln Any calendar 
year. There.I
now Any enrollee may ith-I
after. the insurance covers 801
. w 
draw from the program — with-er 
cent of the "reasonable
cost of
out charge — until the time the
benefits begin next July 1. This 
course of action would give the
to make up their minds — if 
Leg In Plasterundecided three ex tra months
they enroll before March 31.
Medicare's basic hospitaliaa-
tion insurance — k no wn as
"Part A" — is available free
to all Americans over 65. There
is no deadline for enrollment.
Those already covered by So-


















(UP11 — Garage owner FreZ
die Martin and his dog both
have a leg in plaster. The dog
broke his in a traffic accident,
and Martin fractured his as he
tripped over the dog.
Sharp Rise Noted In Snow 
Blankets Out Report
Signees For Medicare
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Agriculture Department's regu-
tar monthly report on farm
prices will not be issued As
scheduled because of the snow
WASHINGTON — P I — cial Security will l eceive their blan
keting Washington and en-
virons.
Social Security officials report enrollment cards automatically,
ed a sharp rise in the number 
Richard K. Stn.ith, director of
Others have only to v is I t,'
of old people signing up for-- write or phone the nearest So' estimates division, said there
medicare insurance against due-:cial Security office and obtain were not enough employes
' bill 
Pa
he added, rescheduling the re-
port for Tuesday
The report, ordinarily issued
at 3 p m. EST on a date sched-
uled a year in advance, gives
average farm prices received by
"farmers for crops and livestock
as of the middle of the month.
Its contents are not revealed
,until the scheduled minute be-
"cause of its effect on the na-
tionsy
tors a card showing they are en- s. available to
 get out the report.,
The weekly enrollment rate titled to hospital benefits. 
"I can't get it out by myself,"
for the optional insurance —
known as "Part B" of the medi-
care program — h a s quadru-
pled since late December
Even so, there are still nearly
7 million Americans over 65 who
have not yet responded to the cheap rate 
because the govern-
greatest bargain offer in 
thelmentis  payi
ng half the cost. •
It provides coverage of househistory of medical insurance. I
or office visits by physicians;
And time is running mt. eligi-,surgeon s fees; hospital serv-
ices of oldsters have exactly two' anesthesiologists and oth-
er specialists; X-rays; I a b
tests; radiation therapy; artifi-
cial limbs and eyes; home visits ,
more months — until March 31
— to sign up for coverage. After
the deadline passes, they'll have
• But "Part B'' is a voluntars Family Fetes
program. and those who, want
premium charge of $3 a month.
This 
Father Onto participate in it must pay
is far less than compare-' His Birthday
ble private insurance wont&
cost. It can be offered at a very Floyd H
arrison, Si'.,
honored with a surprise bir
day party by his wife. Mrs. Hat
ye Harrison, and children. The
affair took place at the Harri-
son's residence. 538 South Dud-
ley, Saturday, Jan. A.
Members of the family in-
eluded Mr. and Mrs. II
Jones, Timothy Mottoes,
and Mrs. Alfred Motlow,
and Mrs. Floyd Harrison,
and Gaines Larry.
Guests present were Mrs
Mrs. Homer C. Counts, Jr




, The members of the Shamrock
;Socialites club made final plans
for their charity project during
l a recent meeting held in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jordan
D. }lowers o 1382 Lambertst.
Mr., Mrs. Sarah Cunningham was
Mr. 'welcomed into the club as a new
Jr., Member, and the door prize v.as
won by Mrs. Dorothy Perkins.
and A delicious menu was enjoyed
mr.,try the members
 such services.
,Mrs. Percy Sims, Mrs. Mary .1 be held at the home of Mrs.
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Thelma Hall,
Winston, Mr and Mrs. Fred Mrs. Geneva Wells is presi-
Robinson, Mrs. Irma Bearden, (lent of the club, and Mrs. Pris-
Mrs. Beatrice Scott, Mrs. Ma- cilia Burke secretary.
z;s1le Fort, Mrs. Anna Clark,
Mrs. Cordia Kelly, Mrs. Mildred 5-Year Sentence Likely
Moore, Mrs. Lula Carruthers, COVENTRY, England (UPI)
Mr. Dudley Martin, Mr. and—Guard Joseph Ismay was oen-
Mrs. Edmond alcCullery, Mr. tenced to five years for etecing
and Mrs. William Flenviai, Missisarts at the auto factory where
Aline Blackwell, Mrs, Mamye'he worked and using them to
Taylor, and others, build an, engine for his car.
STARTING TODAYpi (i set 01
ENGLISH DINNERWAREpIleherd
WEDGWOOD &CO. LTD.
Yeie pr. us n3:,2,
IMPORTED E LISH DINNERWARE QUALITY STAMPS
TWO COMPLETE
5-PIECE PLACE SETTINGS I
REEll
one piece a week with $5 purchase







2 BREAD 8( BUTTERS
ggiESa)vFAITrLISII
SRI 
It's our way of starting you
towards new elegance
at your table!
New before bas It been so tut kr war elittomets to nun
I onaptsts Mit loyety Salibdidutsum. Lissy pleas




attaly, thulium et= dinnereurs
Mau_ lqw a Co., Ltd_,
to a bodkin sollIPINS IWO folloiolso
is. 1115. net Min ovorS mew of ocaftoomodip
is Mind may its... Youb Int Is *on of
dooming Nab dloilltiosflouso moditoo...
you go NU piss aikpak Fin ion sop= rod
IS oompiolif Soon vvne io yea
Of adoso101o. ICI dem leo rod to bo trod.
be id
For Mailer Coupons
WATCH YOUR MAIL BOX
COUPONS ARE ON
THE WAY TODAY!
tiliatchee seextt trianb4rs-p aienc de
completer pieces you need at
amazing savings
COUPON SERIES NO. 1 WILL
EXPIRE FEB. 8th. Mayyn %nurs ? ?
10 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
e Jackson 1',4 Bellevue • I amar & Airways • Union g Cooper
• Park & cetwp11 • Summer & Highland • Mclemore-Bellevue
• Southgate Shaping Center • Poplar Plan Shopping Center
• Lamar & Pendleton
• N Watkins '
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"All the beautiful sentiments in the world weigh less than
a single lovely action." James Russell Lowell.
CHARLOTTE POLK bidded the YADS to her Brown Street
home for their regular meeting at which time she had pre-
pared yummy bar-b-qued chicken and all the trimmings and
the other where with all that makes for a good time.
Heeding the call were CAROL JAMISON, who was elected
president; MARIE WARD, JACQUELINE HAWKINS, KATHY
TERRELL, MARIAN HOLLY, who won first prize at bridge,
a lovely bracelet; ANNE GIBSON, BILLYE MOTLOW, GER-
ALDINE JAMES, and ROSE BROWN, whose second prize was
scintillating perfume
FORESTINE LONDON was the lone guest and easily won
the "guest prize," which was jewelry.
FRANKIE GREGORY. entertained the LAS MUJERS
BRIDGE CLUB at the Alcy Acres Country Club, and her prize
winners were MAE FRANCES MARTIN, whose first prize was
a set of satin frosted zombie glasses, JANICE WALTON, sec-
ond prize winner was gifted with a gold cigarette case. Guest
prize winner MARGARET THOMPSON, won a set of ash trays.
Other members playing were EVA KATE CHAMBERS,
BETTY S. WASHINGTON, LILLIE E. RAYNER, FLORINt
SCULLOCK, EMMA JEAN TURNER, and LIRLEE JONES.
ANNETTE YOUNC.; and JO ANN FRANKLIN were the other!
guests.
ORPHELIA BYAS, was the very gracious hostess to the
LINKS, Inc., Friday night at her South Parkway home and the
stout hearted members who brived the elements to enjoy her
hospitality were: LILLIAN CAMPBELL, ADDIE JONES,
JEWEL SPEIGHT, MARGARET RIVERS, JULIA ATKINS,
ALMA BOOTH, JEWEL HULBERT and HELEN HAYES.
And last Sunday the CO-Ettes who're a spunky lot gave no
thought to the snow when they went to CHERI JOYNER's
meeting at her home on Blue Road. Assisting Cheri, who is a
member of "Miss Co-Ette's Court," in receiving was her mo-
ther, MRS. LOUISE JOYNER.
We'd mention their names, but then we ust did that last week.
Thursday evening of last week Mayor WILLIAM B. IN-
GRAM. opened his office to an overflowing crowd for a ret
ception for BUF'ORD ELLINGTON, former Governor of our
!state and now Director. Office of Emergency Planning, Execu-
tive Office of the President,
The Co-Ettes who always have a buzzing me of their Founders' Day at Alcy Acres Country Club. DOROTHY STRAT1ON down at the FEDERAL BULIDING. After his toe
activities, were talk/Dg about plans for the rest of the year.WESTBROOK was Chairman of this program where the soroirilyear's training period he may or may not be stationed here..
'..... renewed their vows and paid tribute to their national found-i And more bouquets and congratulations to HARRIET isH
ers; the charter members of the GRADUATE CPAPTERIWALKER and the rest of the ISH FAMILY. You see the LIT
which was started in 1932, are HILDA,CARTER SMITH, JUA-1TLE ROCK CITY BOARD OF EDUCATION named an ele-
NITA PERKINS BRINKLEY, RADIE BROOME and the latelmentary school in honor of grandfather, the late JEFFERSON
W1LONA NICHOLSON and the late CECELIA IRWIN STOREY I G. ISH, Sr., who was the first Negro principal in the state of
Charter members of ALPHA UPSILON CHAPTER which Arkansas. Coming down to make the journey over to Arkansas
Thursday was definitely the Democrats day, following the
. was established at LEMOYNE in 1934 honored were: SALLIE with Harriett to share the occasion with their parents, DR. and
Mayor's reception there was a party in the Balinese and Ern- CARNES BARTHOLOMEW, LOUISE ALLEN DAVIS, ROSE MRS. G. W. 
STANLEY ISH, Sr., were her sister LUCILLE
pire Rooms of the Claridge Hotel for those who later attended YES BRANCH, RITA BRAITHWAITE LAVENDER and ISH, from 
Chicago and her brother and sister-in-law, GWEN
the $25.00 plate fund raising dinner, the late LILLIAN CARNES. and DR. JE
FFERSON ISH, of Rockford, Illinois. Another mem-
Glimpsed in the massive gathering at the reception wherel 
UPSILON KAPPA CHARTER Members at MEMPHIS her of the Ish family was ako a prominent educator in Arkan-
TONY BARRASSO provided soothing sounds on his 
accordion:STATE UNIVERSITY honored were: BILLYE GAIL BAKER, sas, the late JEFFERSON G. ISH, Jr., who was PRESIDENT
that would resolve any difference of opinion for the time 
beingiJACQUELINE SALES, SHIRLEY HILL, SUE PARHAM, VEL- OF ARKANSAS AM & N CCLLEGE. He was the father of
were EDDIE CURRIE, ATTY RUSSELL SUGARMON, who 
MA WALLACE, BARBARA MULL, and CLAUDINE STAN& MARIETTA ISH BASS of CHICAGO.
. 
UATE CHAPTER.
DOROTHY and ERNEST WITHERS, and BENJAMIN has touch this visit, Mrs. Branton's mother, MRS. ELNORA
BLAKEY are speaking in glowing terms about the hospitality McKEE, who until very recently lived on S. Parkway, West,
dispensed by DOROTHY and THADDEUS STOKES, while died in Washington and was funeralized here Tuesday.
How could we forget or almost forget ERNEST WITHERS, they were guests in their ATLANTA home. BEN was accom- Don't forget the CABARET BALL at FATHER BERTRAND
who served as the official photographer for the Democrats at panied by his young son, BEN, Jr. The Stokeses held open HIGH SCHOOL Friday night, sponsored by the ADULT SOCIAL
all their functions of the day! And I guess we're just not think, house at which time the Memphis visitors saw, SAM BROWN, COMMITTEE o the school. It promise to be a huge success
ing too clearly at all for lo and behold we were about to forget who was also down to attend the activities of the 100% WRONG with the music by WILLIE MITCHELL and his recording band
the chief. WHITTIER SENGSTACKE and Ad man BRYANT CLUB, and Memphis students at Spelman College, JUANITA and a floor show by LeMOYNE COLLEGE'S DANCE TROUPE.
WILLIAMS. at the dinner. ROBINSON, daughter of MRS. OMAR R. ROBINSON, Sr., and MARIE BRADFORD, one of the original members of
Wonder if the Deltas are clairvoyant? Their theme Friday BEVERLY GUY, daughter of MRS. ERNESTINE V. GUY and JUGS and Chairman of their twelfth annual charity ball an-
night was Deltas Winter Ball and it was executed with snow- WALTER GUY. nounces that it's official, their "Art of Go Go," ball will be
men atop the individual tables and huge faces of snowmen The RICHARD KIRKLAND BOWDENS are in town visiting staged March 4, at the Peabody. SARAH CHANDLER, another
adorning_the walls. Snow, on the inside as well as the outside!!! his parents, MR. and MRS. JOHN HORACE BOWDEN on Ori-lone of the founders is President.
We "chickened out," when we peeped out and saw the glit-lole. He's another young man of whom our town can be proud,! Committee chairmen are: NEDRA SMITH, Booklet, PEARL
tering wonderland of fluffy v4hite flakes, but we understand thatla graduate of DOUGLAS HIGH and LeMOYNE couLEGE,I ooRDON, Show; GERRI LITTLE, Publicity; DELORES
it was a delightful ball with the Deltas beautifully attired in he's a UNITED STATES DEPUTY MARSHALL in the DE- LEWIS, Invitations; HEI,EN COOKE, Decorations; ANNE
long gowns of all fashionable descriptions. PARTMENT OF JUSTICE. His charming wife, a graduate ofINELSON, Costumes and IIESTER MILLER, Selection of Div-
The Delta women whose insigna was in front of the band- SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY is a speech pathologist ing Ads.
stand formed a horseshoe formation and sang their national and audiologist at ST. ELIZABETH HOSPITAL in D.C. And the NDCC BANQUET- AND OFFICERS 
BALL will be
sweetheart song at intermission directed by CHARLOTTE She has fomerly taught at HOWARD UNIVERSITY and has at CLUB PARADISE, February 26. This much 
talked about
POLK. JUNE GLENN sang the solo part. just recently accepted a position there as Clinical Director of high school military ball is in its sixth year. MAJOR 
GEORGE
ANN WILLIS was chairman of the ball and co-chairmen Speech. L. ROBINSON, is head of the NDCC.
was PEARL BRUCE and ELEANOR CURRIE, whose artistry We're sure the Douglass area and the rest of us are proud The HANLEY HAT SHOW sponsored by the PTA will be
was resplendent in the decorations. of the accomplishments of Richard Bowden and his wife! school held in the h cafetorium Friday February 4, at 
7 P.M.
The guests were charmed with the vocalizing of lovely While we're tossing bouquets, let's toss one to EDWARD Models include ALVIN GREENE, MRS., JUDA 
EILAND,
BARBARA PERRY, occompanied by DUKE HALL and his, DRIVER, who has resigned his teaching position at Merrill GREGORY ANDERSON, MRS. LORICE 
VanPELT, MRS.
band. !Elementary School to begin training as a FEDERAL BUILD- ROSE GOODMAN, MRS. MARTHA JONES, CHARLES 
BA-
A week or two prior to their dance the Deltas had observed, 1NG MANAGER of the GOVERNMENT SERVICE ADMINI- KER, and JOSEPH JORDAN, The public is invited.
In town on a semester break from Fisk University and visit-
ing JUANITA and JOHN ARNOLD and their Fisk son "TWIF-
FY" are JUDY JORDAN, daughter of DR. and MRS. HOWARD
JORDAN, he's PRESIDENT OF SAVANNAH COLLEGE and
TONY BRANTON who's the daughter of ATTY. and MRS.
We thought the political ditty sung by JEANIE PAGE ac-
companied by BERL OLSWANGER and his musicians was a
riot.
was truly a popular young man, with all of his party bigwigs Recognition was also paid to LIFE MEMBERS who are
greeting him, DEADRICK BR1TTENUM, KENNETH WHA-
BERNICE ABRON, LOTT1E BROOKS, MARY COLLIER, AD-
LUM, PERCY WILLIAMS, CLYDE VENSON, GEORGE HOL- DIE JONES, VELMA McLEMORE, ROSA ROBINSON, HILDA
LOWAY, Mrs. ELNORA BOOKER, BEN BLAKEY and THO-
SMITH and OTHELLA SHANNON.
MAS H. HAYES, Jr.. who was chatting with J. T. BELLANT MOSES YVONNE BROOKS is PRESIDENT of the GRAD- WILEY BRANTON, he's ASSISTANT TO UNITED STATES
FORT, and JOHNNY MURRAY from Columbus, Tennessee. ATTORNEY NICHOLAS KATZENBACH. And a note of sadness
‘1\0444040•00.
MISS (ARI.RETTA J. CARTWIRGHT
Siena College Student To Be
Wed To Lieut. Larry Blanchard
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cartwright ly stationed at the Medina Air go on extended duty to study
of 255 W. Mitchell rd. announced Base in Texas. meteorology at Colorado State
this week the engagement and Following the wedding, he will university at Fort Collins.
forthcoming marriage of their
daughter, Miss Carlretta Janyce
Cartwrigiit, to Air Force Lieu-
tenant Larry D. Blanchard, of
San Antonio, Texas. and son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Blanchard of
2190 Eldridge ave.
The wedding will be solemni-
zed on Sunday, Feb. 20, with
the pastor. Dr. S. A. Owens, of-
ficiating.
Miss Cartwright is a graduate
of Mitchell High' school, where
she was elected "Best Dressed"
in her senior class, a member
of the glee club, the Sophisti-
cates. and French clubs.
She attended the University
of Tennessee and is presently
a student at Siena college, where
she belongs to the college choir
and is chairman of the board of
Student Affairs.
The prospective bridegroom
is a graduate of Manassas High
school and attended Ohio State
university as a Firestone Scho-
lar. He received his bachelor
of science degree in mathema-
tics from Memphis State univer‘
shy.
Lieut. Blanchard is present-1
Household Tip
A half a cup of cottage cheese
supplies as much protein as one




TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,







ed during a dinner meeting held
at the spacious home of Mrs.
Laura Burton at 1599 Rayburn,
and present for the installation
was Mrs. Addie M. Parson of
Chicago, national program chair-
man.
The officers are Mrs. Robert
Ella Parker, president; Mrs.
Selma Fisher, vice president;
Mrs. Willie Martin, secretary;
Mrs. Juanita Byrd, assistant sec-
retary; Mrs. Alberta Baker,
!treasurer; Mrs. Josephine Bobo,
'chaplain; Mrs. Rosie Clark,
finance chairman; Mrs. Alma
Thomas, chairman of ti.e Sick
!Committee; Mrs. Margurite
'Whitaker, critic, and Mrs. Lin-
da Green, reporter.
i Other members are Mrs. Thel-
ma Reed, Mrs. Katie Winfield
land Mrs. Gereline Gary.
The club's first affair of the
year was held on Saturday night,
'Jan. 8, at the home of Mrs.
'Frank Martin of 1188 S. Park-
'way east.
• The hostess was attired in a
Ceil Chapman green and gold
,silk chiffon dress with low dip-
Ting neckline and flowing bias
, skirt
Long String
Singer - composer Oscar
Brown, Jr.. who will produce
his entire show at the Happy
Medium, is scheduled to re-
ceive a brotherhood award from
Startime Features Artist Ap-
preciation Society when he pre-
sents a special pre-opening per-
formance for editors of public
and parochial high school news-
papers Feb. 10.
Thrifty Twelve Club Installs Officers
Officers of the Thrifty Twelve, Among the guests were Mr
,Social club for 1966 were install-'and Mrs. Oscar Baker, Mr. and








'Heating Unit Fires -
NEW YORK — One out 'of
every 10 fires in the United
Mrs. Sal- Mrs. James Snipes, John Mack- States begins in some kind of
Whitaker, un, Mrs. Melvin Garrett and heating unit, according to the
















































































ruber APPLIANCE & FURNITURE CO.Call PR 6-2751 1348 Poplar Ave.
20 Years Serving You — We Want Your Business
OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER!
Automatic Washer
Automatically Washes — Rinses and Spin Dries
• wee semeertrure Selector
• Porcelain Wash Tub
• Fechurve WeveAction Aittater
• 5 Fresh Water Rinses
• Sober Shin Dry
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• 2.Pe. Studio Sole In,. Bed-Slms 2 • 2 Lamps God Sheds,
• 1)••o C., Cone. • 3 Ocees,enel Tebles
• Club Choir to match • S-Pc. Dinette-Toble, I Choi,'
• 4.1tc, Bedroom Suite • Dr••••r • /Amer • Ft.tii Stet" B. • (...1915st
FREE Menge Trial
OLYMPIC STEREO
s 1 38" $250 Per Week


























































LOS ANGELES — The Mediterrania is a big,
colorful, merry restaurant full of fun and laughter.
Not too high-priced, not too formal, but on the other
hand not wildly casual. The look of the place is remi-
niscent of no special locale. The fanciful decoration
reflects the casual charm, the color, the burbling good
. humor of all the sun-drenched countries that border
the Mediterranean Sea.
The dishes (the management admits) are not
'truly Spanish, French, or Italian. But they are the es-
sence of all of these. The decor and the food proclaim
the heritage of the Romans, the Gauls, the Moors, the
Basques and the Normans. All of it gloriously, happily
belonging to Southern California now.
GRANADA SALAD*
This novel Ensalada is of the class which Escof-
tier called Salades Composees. The ingredients, accord-
ing to this Master, are not to be mixed beforehand but
• "arranged in distinct heaps of contrasted shades."
As a main supper dish, which will satisfy 3 or 4,
place in a wide shallow bowl small pyramids consisting
, of 1 cup of each of the following: salami, diced or in
julienne strips; sliced radishes or small radish roses;
cherry tomatoes or quartered small tomatoes; trench-
ed green beans, very lightly cooked and well-drained;
thinly sliced cooked celery root, or. if you can't find it,
use cooked white turnips or even thinly sliced cooked
potatoes. If at all possible, include also sliced raw
mushrooms: drained, canned. sliced hearts of palm or
bamboo shoots and 3 or 4 sliced hard-cooked eggs.
Garnish with pitted olives, green and black. Encircle
with watercress and hearts of lettuce.
At the table, toss with bottled Spanish dressing.
Or make your own Spanish dressing by beating to-
gether: 2/3 cup salad oil, 1 3 cup vinegar, 14 teaspoon
lac h : seasoned salt, seasoned pepper, paprika, chili
ifs wder, and 1 tablespoon tomato paste.
dr•
qr. SUPPER IN MEDITERRANIA
Red Bean Soup of the Evening
Granada Salad Spanish Dressing*
Cheesecake with Brandied Peaches
Capuceino Coffee
a
tit RED BEAN SOUP . . . Each day on the menu
;here appears a different Potage — always thick and
itearty. Here is a way to produce a quick, gloriously
ettisfying facsimile of one of them: Drain a can
01 cooked red kidney beans and add to the liquid 1
Op red wine, 1/2 of a medium onion stuck with 2 cloves.
&LI quickly uncovered in a wide saucepan about 6
; .
minutes. Meanwhile mash or puree the beans. Remove
*lion from the winey liquid, add beans along with
can condensed chicken soup with rice and 1 soup
can water. Bring to a boil and simmer gently about
8 minutes longer. Serve with chopped parsley and
float thin rounds of melba toast.
CAPUCCINO COFFEE . . . Ragingly popular.
Many people order it instead of dessert. There is one
dedicated man, Manuel Mendoza, who devotes himself
entirely to its preparation He presides proudly over
an imposing steam espresso machine. But here is
the fast and easy recipe for the home: To each cup
o mugful of Dutch-type cocoa (made according to
package directions) add 1 teaspoon instant espresso
ciiffee and 1 teaspoon each: coffee-flavored liqueur,
rum, and 2 teaspoons California Brandy Serve very
hot under a small, cold little cloud of whipped cream
or ice cream.
Newest Coiffure
Spring hair styles are for the
h:gds — literally.
.he "dickey bird" hairdo is
DIe newest coiffure style out-
tped by the National Hair-
2ressers and Cosmetologists /is-
Inc.. in its recent





The style features a small'
head look, accented with softly
waved (not curled) locks that
flip up into a crest on one side.
The height of the crest can be
"adjusted" high over one eye
or the other, to give an asym-






DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL FEBRUARY 15, 1966
FLOOR MODELS REDUCED s10000
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY NO MONEY DOWN
1264 GETWELL Open Nit** 'Til 9 I 4556 SUMMER
Phone FA 3-117112 hG LOCATIONSIPhone MU 2-4611
WELCOMED TO CAMPUS — Dr. Albert
C. Pryor Jr.. center, a 1943 graduate of
LeMoyne College, is welcomed back to the
campus by Willie T. Miles, president of Le-
Moyne's senior class, and Mrs. Irene Turn-
er Barentine, a LeMoyne senior and state
DEFENDER
president of the Student-NE A. The college
Is inviting successful alumni to the campus
this year to stimulate and encourage stu•
dents. Dr. Pryor is a member of the facul-
ty at Western New England College in
Springfield, Mass.
WORKING FOR HAMMOND — Benjamin
Branch, right, former Memphis band lead-
er recently appointed as Hammond organ
representative at Lyon-Healy, Chicago's
oldest music company, is shown here get-
ting an autograph from Jimmy Smith, na-
tionally famous organist, during his latest
appearance in Chicago. Known for his uni-
que mastery of the 01 Mi. Smith is
autographing his album. "Organ Grinder
Swing," for the former Memphis musician.
CVAel  ft4-c-oupt-
at a SPECIAL LOW PRICE for Cornet's 2nd Ii WON SALE!
Illelpfted
• 21:0 at. In. 6 %end*. %yew • 3-ewell wrreee Inewmilmes
• 5401% peiet—wlete berww—blecit he • %owl leterler (rod
et biro) • well • well carpet • %oriel ,In.. wines% Sem
• 4.95.11 white IMI•6•01 It,.. • twee Ger lwelw • peeler/
4.81, cod •60•1 • %owe or% reef wel belts • whekletlil wish-
or • 1.1160176,!7 WONT. • 0141•40 Pell view Mew
• dshpas Ammo whorl
ONLY 
$ 095
LOW DOWN PAYMINT—Dp In 36 Narsiles To Puy".
JUST ARRIVED FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
A LIMITED SUPPLY IS AVAILAKE FOR THIS SPECIAL SALE—SO...
COME IN TODAY and SEE This Great NEW CAR
and the FULL LINE of MERCURYS AT
SORLINOmUNION
FREE CAR WASH ONE YEAR








FREE ALL EXPENSES PAID
7 DAY TRIP [for 2) TO
MANY $100.00 WIN PRIZES
MANY $25.00 PLACE PRIZES
MANY $25.00 PLACE PRIZES
MANY $2.00 SHOW PRIZES
HERE'S HOW TO WIN
Win-Place-Show is a Hogue & Knott Contest which
anyone 18 years of age or old•r may play and win, ex-
c•pt Hogu• & Knott employees, th•ir families and
their advertising agency.
Th•re will be anew gam• •very week with th• winning
ad aPpearing in th• Commercial Appeal and Press-
Scimitar each Wednesday. Pick up your IBM cords
like th• ones shown at any Hogu• & Knott Sup.
Market. No purchase is necessary.
To qualify in any category, placsi your cords on top
of th• winning cords shown In each week's ad. If all
the holes in your cord match exactly with th• corres-
ponding black dots printed on th• winning card, re-
turn to your Hogu• & Knott Super Market and collect
your prize. The verification es to th• authenticity of
the winning cord is at the sole discretion of Hogue IL
Knott. If you bend, fold or alter your cards in any
way thiwy are invalid.
No forced Purchase Coupon• . . . (lower than dl.-
count) .. We reserve the right to limit quantities
None sold to dealers . prices good thru next Tuesday.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
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Weathers, the reserve guard
,..'played In the four games staged, who gave the Mad Lads some
1 Coach Jerry Johnson of Le_ fine late game clutch play last
Moyne led the Magicians into season, was ineligible the first
' Florida but encountered hot semester becaae of scholastic
shooting Florida A & M and,trouble. Weathers showed signs
Bethune-Cookman, losing 123-'of being hampered 'by the in.
110 to the Rattlers and 102-87 to activity, but also displayed
!Bethune at Daytona Beach. Atilashes of his old form when
+ Tallahassee, FAMU's Jessie:he raced down court to break
:Daniels poured in 47 points to up a fastbreak with a steal.
offset the fine scoring effort of He scored four points.
LeMoyne. The Magicians broke
the drought with their second
.1 victory over Knoxville College,
98-85, on the Bulldogs' floor.
+ Returning home before a
si meager turnout because of the
' freezing weather, LeMoyne
; blasted Alabama A & M of
; Huntsville, 118-66, in Bruce Hall
past Saturday night to avenge
*an early season defeat to the
;Alabamians on the road. Some
▪ of the luster was taken away
from the lopsided victory when
it was learned that semester
examinations had cut nine A &
M players from Coach Frank The magazine, in pi cking
s Lewis' squad. host to Tuskegee on 
Monday!
ITiger praised him for his con-
of this week but hazardous 
vm
. 'cing victory over Joey Giar-
1 The visitors did have a first road conditions made it doubt- dello as Tiger regained the
; class shooter, William Ward, ful that the Alabamians could
who scored 32 points. Ward had make it. A return date with 
world middleweight title, and
said that Tiger had "impeccable
relations with boxing and box-
ing afficionadas, faultless rank-
ing as a sportsman, with high
contributions to the morale and
techniques of the sport.-
35 the night before at Jackson,
Tennessee, in a 115-95 defeat at
I the hands of Lane College.
• The fastbreaking Purple Moyne won an exciting thriller
Brewer spent the first se-
mester in Washington, D. C.,
on a grant to get firsthand ex-
perience on the workings of our
government. Brewer is an hon-
or student at LeMoyne with a
concentration in Political Sci-
ence. He waited 17 games be-
fore appearing before the home
crowd, scoring three points, hit-
ting his first field goal attempt
shortly after entering the game
with 3:06 left.
DEFENDING CHAMPS HERE
LeMoyne was slated to play
: Waves fired 43 shots from the
field and added 32 foul shots to
I amass their aggregate. James
'•"*" elem. *SP* RTS
OR1ZON
ilIMOMMIIME By BILL' (gni
- LehillYNE AVERAGES 108 for 15 points, mostly on some
, LeMoyne played a hectic four well-executed drive-in shots.
:games .last week, and despite
:.tiveraging a tharrid 108 'poiOts LeMoyne should also be
..per contest, was able only to strengthened by the return of
nreitmen winnning one okaidney Weathers and Marion
-three-on the mad to go with frarewer.
...triutrpii-in the only home tilt
Bethune-Cookman iS scheduled
for Friday night at Bruce Hall.
B. C. won the S. I. A. C. visi-
tation crown last season. Le-
TO NO AVAIL — Tennessee State Cagers
played host to Bellarmine College, and in
a close game played to a nip-n-tuck 73-71
win. Second string pivotman, 6-9 Ed John-
son took a perfect pass from McArthur
Roberts and went in for an easy crip shot
for a spine tingling end to the game and
the 12th season's win.
The annual basketball tour- Continue, League Lead
nament of District 34 will get, Carver moved closer to wrap- Carver is 10-0 for the season
under way March 1. First round
games will be played in Caple-
ville and Melrose gymnasiums.
All other games will be played
at Woodstock in the R. J.
Roddy Gymnasium.
Carver High School is set- 1
ling a blistering pace for the
Memphis Prep League, closely
pursued by Hamilton and
Booker T. Washington. Shelby
County League is paced by
Woodstock with Barrets Chapel
and Geeter putting on heat.
For district tournament play,
teams will be ranked on the
basis of games won and lost
from 1 to 6 or 8 according to
district league in which they
particirate. First, second, and
third place winners will ad-
vance to regi6nal play the fol-
lowing week, which will be held
at Memphis State University
Field House.
Pick Dick Tiger 'Fighter Of Year'
NEW YORK (UPI) — Ring a terrific fight, but a significant[pion; Group 1 — Torres; 2 —Ipopolo; 5—Adolph Pruitt; 6—
Magazine picked Dick Tiger as one." The second-best fight, Wayne Thornton; 3—Gregorio 1Piero Brandi; 7—Luis 
Molina;
Fighter of the Year, the Pat-
terson-Chuvalo bout as "Fight Frankie Narvaez junior light-
of the Year" and the sixth round weight bout at 
New York which
of Pastrano-Torres as "Round produced a 
riot, started by Nar-
of the Year." vaez fans when Elorde won 
the
decision.
over the Floridians here last
year. The Daytona Beach crew Ring noted that heavyweight
defeated LeMoyne last week. champion Cassius Clay had to
f Sandridge,  wno averaged better be considered, but disqualified
i than 25 points a game during OWEN'S SCORING BINGE him because "He denies his na-
1 the week, shared scoring honors tionality, ridicules his American
I with Ward by meshing 32. A 72-point first half blitz sent origins . . . (and) his involve-
Freshman William Hayes was Owen college scurrying to an ment with the Black Muslims
tough on the boards, leading the astronomical 134-113 win over has become disturbing." Clay
Mary Holmes College of West was "Fighter of the Year" in* LeMoyne rebounders. Hayes. Miss., last week at Le- 1963, Tiger in 1962.i found time to tally 29 points for Point,
: one of his better games as a
1 Magician.s
s
1 The game was never in doubt
: as the Mad Lads raced t4j a
t 59-31 halftime margin. Twelve
I players saw action and allI scored for LeMoyne. Coach
! Johnson must have been pleas-
+ ed with the floor game of Wil. Owen pushed its conference
! liam Meggett who was playing record to 4-4 and 6-4 overall.
i for the first time since getting Mary Holmes had three play*,out of the coach's doghouse. ers to hit for 20 or more with
I Meggett was late reporting to Charles Blair hitting for 23,the Magicians from his New Charles Stone garnering 22, and
1 York home after the holidays. Willie White closing out with
: The diminutive playmaker hit 20.
1 - 
Magicians Muzzle A&
The magazine selected Patter-
son-Chuvalo as "Fight of the
Year" because it was "not only
said Ring, was the Flash Elorde- Peralta; 4 — Mauro Mina; 5— 8—Paul Fujii; 9—Willie Quatu-
The "Round of the Year" was
the sixth round of the Jose Tor-
res-Willie Pastrano match at
New York, since that round
"was the vital factor in the de-
feat of Pastrano, who was
stopped in the ninth . . . in that
action-packed sixth Torres land-
ed a terrific hook to the jaw,




Clay; Group 1, Clay; group 2:
1—Ernie Terrell; 2—Patterson;
3—George Chuvalo; group 3: 1—
Zora Folley; 2—Amos Lincoln;
3—Thad Spencer; 4—Karl Mil-
denberger; 5—Doug Jones; 6—
Brian London; 7—Hubert Hil-
ton; 8—Elmer Rush; 9—Amos
Johnson; 10—Eddie Machen.
Lightheavy: Torres, Cham-
Bob Foster; 6—Eddie Cotton;
7—Roger Rouse; 8—Bobo Olson;
9—Gert Nan Heerden, 10—Giulio
Rinaldo I; 11—Henry Hank.
Middleweight: Tiger, Cham-
pion; Group 1: 1—Tiger; 2—
Nino Benvenuti; 3—Joey Arch-
er; 4—Ruben Carter; 5—Gomeo
Brennan; 6—Luis Folledo;
group 2: 1—Don Fullmer; 2—
Sandro hlazinghi, 3—Jose Gon-
zalez; 4—Stan Harrington; 5—
Hurricane Kid; 6—Art Hernan-
dez; 7—Johnny Pritchett;
Wally Swift; 9—Bruno Visintin.
Welterweights: C h a m pio n,
Emile Griffith; Group 1: 1—
Griffith; 2—Luis Rodriguez; 3—
ManuA Gonzalez; 4—Willie Lu-
dick; 5—Brain Curvis; 6—Curtis
Cokes; group 2; 2—Fortunata
M anc a ; 2—Eddie Pace; 3—Billy
Collins; 4—Jose Stable; 5—Ted
Whitfield; 6—Tito Marshall; 7—
Stan Hayward.
Junior Welters: Champion,
Carlos Hernandez, Group 1: 1—
Hernandez; 2—Jose Napoles; 3
—Eddie Perkins; 4—Sandro Lo-
Era Of Super-Stars Gone
But Records Take Beating
Where are all the super-stars good old days when a manager
of yesteryear?
M Up at the top are the 8100,ON beauties — Willie Mays,
Mickey Mantle and Sandy Ron-
- As True Fans Look On Aaron, maybe Whitey Ford andfax. Add Maury Wills, Hank
•
; LeMoyne's Magicians w ill, The Magicians returned from
i take on the powerful Bethune- a three-game road trip last
Cookman College five, from Friday and tamed the Alabama
' Daytona Beach, Fla., in Bruce A & M Bulldogs from Normal,
Hall this Friday night, Feb. 4, Ala., Saturday night, 118-66. The
lags in at least one vital cate-at 8 o'clock. game was played before only
gory.
The locals were defeated jog_ about 100 because of the ex-
87 by Bethune-Cookman at Day. treme cold weather but was Yet, the combined efforts of
tons Beach last week. sweet revenge for the Lehloy- our muscular inoderus con-
The Magicians make their nites who were defeated 93-89 tinue to knock over alltime rec-
. final appearance on the Bruce by A & M early in December crds in fat, juicy chunks every
Hall floor this season on Tues. at Normal. season to bolster baseball's
night, Feb. 15, when they en- On the road last week, Le- claim of current superiority.
gage Miles of Birmingham in a Moyne bowed to Florida A & M,
homecoming contest. 98-85.
Three more road trips are on Coach Johnson announced
, tap for Coach Jerry Johnson's that the local team has lost
LeMoyne charges before the the services of George Fed, big
• season comes to an official sophomore forward from Pon-
- close. They'll be at Miles, Feb. tiac, Mich. He has dropped out
• was Tea Williams and Ted ac-- 7: at Parsons College in Iowa, of school.
tually spanned two eras..• Feb. 11-12, and at Fisk lini- The team has been given ad-
versity in Nashville, Feb. 18. ditional strength, however, by Wai:Ing in the wings for fu-
returning Sidney Weathers, so-
InsidInside guard from Louisville,Story: Ky., and Marian Brewer, junior
How Hurt Got forward of Memphis.
Captain James Sandridge and
freshman Bill Hayes of Louis-
An article in the current is- ville were high scorers for Le- The game, of course, is
sue of SPORT Magazine re- Moyne against Alabama A & changing with relief pitching,
veals hcw track coach Ed Hurt M Sandridge getting 32 points platoomng and general strategy
of Morgan State College became, and Hayes registering 29. far removed from the so-called
U. S. Coach Job
Moyne. Each team had five
players to hit in double figures
with the Hornets' LeRoy Wat-
kins showing the way with- 31.
points, Murrell Plunkett hoop-
ing 24, Charles Adams 15, Rob-
ert Martin 14, and Virgil Wat-
kins getting 18 as a reserve.
the first and only Negro named
to the U.S. Olympic Track and
Field Coaching Staff for the
1964 Games in Tokyo.
' According to the story, two
former Negro Olympians did a
' little research and came up
with some interesting figures.,
They discovered that in 1936,1
Negroes comprised 17.3 per
• cent of our team and accounted
for 44.4 per cent of our points.
The 1948 team was only 11.4
per cent Negro. but the Negroes
contributed 29.1 per cent of our
points. In 1952. the Negro man-
power percenttge was 22.3,
.their point percentage 30.1. The
1956 figures were 31.5 for 33.6
per cent of our points, and in
1960, 31.9 per cent of the squad
producing 43.3 per cent of our
points.
ArItied with this information,
the two former- Olympians
wrote to the U.S. Olympic Com-
mittee citing the statistics and
`I the fact that many of the Ne-
gro stars attended all-Negro
colleges, indicating that Negro
college coaches must have been
doin ga fairly good job of
coaching.
put has best available nine




It vuld be the public and the
writers are more sophisticated
now, teo, but they all must have
one of your own personal favor- been domg something right in
ites. That about does it. the middle
NEV YORK — (UPI) — As babe
Major league baseball boasts
it's better than ever but still
Ma-Jcr leaguers set or tied
151 ma:ks last year alone.
This assault has been going
on for quite a spell but in the
recent voting for the Hall of
Fame the only one who scored
tuft ballots are Stan Musial
and 'Rai ren Spahn, who have a
g000 chance to make it the first
year 'they are eligible. Others





'House Of Quality Since 1877
A. S. Barbers, Inc.
Memphis, Tennessee  ,4111
1930's.
Ruth was wobbling
his last on aging legs, the es-
tablisr superstars of the day
included Lefty •Grove, Dizzy

















Woodstock To Carver Wins Three To
Host •Dist. 34 Meet
or; 10—Juan Sombrita; 11-011i
Maki; 12—Makoto Wantanabe.
Lightweight: Champion Carlos
Ortiz, Group 1: 1—Ortiz; 2—
Nicolino Loche; 3—Ismael La-
guna; 4—Paul Arrnstead; 5—
Angel Robinson, Cuba; 6—Bun-
ny Grant; group 2: 1—Franco
Bronid; 2—Frankie Narvaez; 3
—Sugar Ramos; 4—Alfredo Ur-
bina; 5—Conni Rudhof.
Junior Lightweight: Cha m-
pito..., Flash Eloecle; Group 1.
1—Elorde; 2—John Bizzaro; 3—
Love Allotey; 4—Teruo Kosaka,
5—Kang Suh II; 6—Vicente De-
rado; group 2: 1—Jose Luis
Cruz; 2—Kid Tanto; 3—Danny
Valdes; 4—Alfonso Frazier; 5—






cente Saldivar, Mexico; Group
1, 1 — Saldivar; 2 — Mitsunori
Seki; 3—Howard Winstone; 4—
Carlos Canete; 5—Richard Sue;
6— Floyd s Robertson; 7— Raul
Rojas; 8—Ricardo Moreno ;
group 2, 1—Jaime Valladares;
2—Antonio 'Herrera; 3—Joe Ra-
fiu King; 4—Yves Desmarets;
5—Don Johnson; 6—Hiroshi Ko-
bayoshi; 7—Rokoru Ishiyama.
Bantamweight: Champion
Fighting Harada; Group 1, 1—
Harada 2—Eder Jofre; 3—Joe
Model; 4—Jesus Pimental; 5—
Bernardo Caraballo; 6— Alan
Rudkin; 7—Manny Berrios; 8—
Mimoun Ben All; 9—Risto Luk-
konnen; 10—Felix Brami.
Flyweight: Champion, Salva-
tore Burruni; Group 1, 1—Brur-
runi; 2—Hiroyuki Ebihara; 3—
Horacio Accavallo; 4 — Pone
Kingpetch; 5—Katsuyoshi Taka-
yama; 6—Alacran Efran Torres,
7—Puntip Keosuriya; 8—Walter
McGowan; 9 — Rocky Getter-
llari;- 10—Vitayinoi Singyodah;
11 — Takeshi Nakamura; 12 —




Invites Doctors, Lawyers, Teachers, Government
Employees, Factory Workers, Cooks, Truck Drivers,
Farmers, Domestic Workers








Come in today, and Test Drire the "Quiet" "Ones"Register For
30 FREE
Expense Paid Vacations-For Two
To Hawaii For 7 Days
2450 SUMMER AVE. 458-1151
ping up the Prep League cham-
pionship by bagging three vic-
tories last week over Lester,'
Manassas and Father Bertrand.
The Cobras shocked Lester 64-
44, swamped Manassas 81-53,
and finished the week with an
easy 95-61 trouncing of Bertrand.
Bertrand.
Despite the 20 points and bet-
ter victory margins Carver had
to stage a dramatic comeback
to overtake Lester. The Lions
took a 39-29 lead into the fourth
quarter then wilted under Car-
ver's tight defense. Frank
Patillo continues to lead the 1
Cobras attack with Herbert Mc-
Neil the chief playmaker.
Washington also copped three
victories to keep pace with Car-
ver although the Warriors were
hard pressed each time out.
The Warriors have won seven
straight with almost as many Douglass
starting line-ups. Lester
Melrose
Washington started the week
with a 68-64 victory over Doug-
lass with George Taylor show-
ing the way with 33 points, one
more than the losers' George
Willis tallied, 17 coming in the
final quarter. In a key game
that pushed Washington past
Hamilton a n d into second
place, Jerry Johnson came off
the bench and hit five straight
jumpers in the fourth quarter
to help the Warriors down the
Wildcats 67-58. Manassas found
Washington primed for a pos-
sible upset but lost its first half
advantage early in the third
period as the Warriors held on




with just four games left to
play and two games out front.
Two of the Cobras' battles are
against Hamilton (Wednesday)
and Washington, February 15
In this week's action: (Monday)
Hamilton is at Douglass and
Lester travels to Melrose; (Wed-
nesday) Carver visits Hamilton
and Bertrand hosts Lester; on
Friday, Hamilton plays Manas-
sas at home, Lester plays
hosts to Washington and Mel-
rose tangles with Bertrand on
the Thunderbolts" court.
LEAGUE STANDINGS
Team W. L. Pet.
Carver 10 0 1.009







PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) —
Quarterback Norm Snead of the
Philadelphia Eagues began his
recuperation following surgery
to repair a torn ligament in his
right knee.
Dr. James E. Nixon, the
Eagles' physician who perform-
ed the operation, said he expects
Snead to return to "100 per
cent" physical fitness.



















(Your Choice-Either Hot or Mild)





MADE IN THE U.S. GOVERNMENT
INSPECTED KITCHENS OF THE
NAT SURING PACKING COMPANY
Look for the Red Checkered
King Cotton Brand Wh•n You
Shop for Ham, Lunch Meat,
Bacon, Frankfurters
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AKM ALUMNI CHAPTER — National officers of Alpha Kap-
pa Mu Honorary Society were on the campus of Tennessee
State university last week to install the Beta Alpha Mu chap-
ter of AKM. From left are Hubert Olivera, regional director;
Dr. George W. Gore, national secretary-treasurer; Dr. Mable
Anderson, Dr. Pearl Gore Dansby, Dr. Thomas F. Freeman,
national president; Miss Christine Alexander and Mrs. Ar-
thuryne Welch.
Tennessee State Gets Supreme Court
AKM Alumni Chapter
NASHVILLE — Dr. George W.
Gore, president of Florida A&M
university, presided at the in-
stallation of an alumni chapter
of Alpha Kappa Mu Honorary
Society last week at Tennessee
State university.
The installation services and
the presentation of the chapter
and certificates took place at
the site of the society's founding
in 1937 by Dr. Gore then dean
of the university.
Southern university, nation,i1
president; and Hubert Othera Accepts Appeal
of Kentucky State college, re
gional director.
Hoffa CaseThe Nashville sponsoring com-mittee included Miss Christine
Alexander chairman, Dr. Pearl
Gore Dansby, Mrs. Arthurye
Welch and Dr. Mable Anderson.
Six Name
WASHINGTON — ( U P I ) —
The Supreme Court agreed Mon-
day to ,hear an appeal from
Teamster President James
Hoffa, convicted on federal
Dr. Gore addressed 21 of the charges of jury tampering.
33 charter members saying,' F
u aimes to en- 
The Court's acceptance of the
"Alpha Kappa M or Helm r case automatically stays the
courage and emphasize studies, t
original investigation, research, I 
iand it is hoped - to discover rophescreative' work and publication
potential scholars and to assist Under normal circumstances . pre-trial publicity, improperLOS ANGELES — (UPI) "—them in receiving recognition, ,. . oral arguments would not belinstructions from the judge to
grants-in-aid, scholarships, fel- Six famed athletes, one 1°I.! heard until sometime next faill the jury and final arguments of
lowships; and assistantships." each continent, were named and a decision would come later. the prosecution.
Dr. Gore is national secretary- Helms World Trophy winners A Court spokesman said that
treasurer of AKM. as the oustanding sports figures even if there was a request for
A member of the Association , from their areas of the world, speedier consideration, the case
of Collegiate Honor Societies, ' The awards by areas were: could not be heard for at least
Alpha Kappa Mu has 64 active Africa, Kipchoge Keino of Ken- 60 days.
undergraduate chapters. The Ya : Asia, Mono Shigematsu, The Court agreed to review the
Nashville alumni chapter is the „lapan, Australasia, Ron Clarke, appeals of four others convicted
third graduate. chapter to be Australia; North America, Mike
established. Garrett, United States; South 
along with Hoffa on charges of
tampering with a jury at a 1962On hand to assist in establish- , America, Edwin Roberts, Trine trial in Nashville. The Nashment of the chapter were Dr.: dad, and Europe, Michel Jazy, 
Thomas F. Freeman of Texas' France. 
vile trial resulted in a hung
GOING TO KEESLER AFB,
Miss. for training as an Air
Force communications-electron-
ics specialist is Airman Joseph
W. Saulsbery, Jr., son of Mrs.
Minne Saulsbery of 852-C Por-
ter at. The 1965 graduate of
Booker T Washington High
school recently completed his
basic training at Lackland AFB
AIR POLICEMAN — Airman
Thurman Davis, Jr., whose
guardians are Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton Lanier of 1520 Rayner
St., has been selected for train-
ing at Lackland AFB, Tex., as
an Air Force air policeman. A
1964 graduate of Manassas High
school, he recently completed
basic training at Lackland.
eight-year prison sentence and
$10,000 fine imposed on Hoffa
at a 1964 trial in Chattanooga,
Tenn.
jury.
Those whose appeals will be
heard with Hoffa's were Larry
Campbell, forme r business
manager of Teamster Local 299,
Thomas Evwiqg parks o Jr
Detroit; Thomas Ewing Parks
of Nashville, an uncle of Camp-
bell; Ewing King, former presi-
dent of the Nashville Teamsters
Local, and Nashville attorney
Z. T. Osborn Jr., who was on
Hoffa's defense staff.
The Court said it would limit
its consideration to the following
'constitutional ques-
tion: "Whether evidence ob-
tained by the government by
means of deceptively placing
a secret informer in the quar-
ters and councils of a defendant
during one criminal trial so
violate the defendant's . .
rights that suppres-sion of such
evidence is required in a sub-
sequent trial of the same de-
fendant on a different charge
This obviously centered on the
testimony of the government's
key witness, Baton Rouge, La.,
teamster official Edward 6.
Partin, who appeared at the jury,
tampering trial.
During the Nashville conspi-
racy trial, Partin was in a posi-
tion of trust with Hoffa and was
assigned to guard the powerful
union leader's hotel door at the
time.
Hoffa's lawyers had asked the
Court to rule on other grounds
of appeal such as prejudicial
The government charged that
Hoffa and the others had been
involved in attempts to bribe
two jurors in the Nashville panel
and to influence one who had
been tentatively seated in the
,iirv box.
Testimony indicated that none
had accepted money.
Hoffa Is also under a five-year
sentence from a Chicago con-
viction on fraud and conspiracy
charges in the handling of
teamster pension funds. This
also is being appealed to the
higher courts.
Justices Byron R. White, a
forme r assistant attorney
general, and Abe Fortes toot
no part in Monday's action on
the appeal.
In other action, the Court:
Ruled that compusory arbi-
tration legislation passed by
Congress to settle a prolonged
1963 railroad dispute did not
override state laws setting mini-
mum train crew size. By a I
to 1 vote, the Court sent back
to a three-judge federal court a
challenge of an Arkansas state
law for further consideration of
other constitutional factors in-
volved.
Agreed to hold hearings on
the Florida conviction of 32
Negro students arrested for tres-
pass for demonstrating in front
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business. Only a super star like
Robertson can overshadow the
skating of Balmer, Allen or,
Crockett who are all outstand-
4 to choose from
'57 CHEVYS 
2 to choose from
'60 CHEVYS 
6 to choose from
'62 CHEVYS 
All types. 4 to choose from
Holiday On Ice Starts
Feb. 22 At Coliseum
"Holiday on Ice" of 1966, the
21st edition of internationally
famous skating revue, is easily
the biggest and best in the his-
tory of extravaganza. "Holi-
day" has always been noted
for its elaborate spectacles and
fine skating, but none of the
past shows approach the new
production.
One of the world's most talent-
ed and beautiful skaters is
Charlotte Ballauf of Germany.
She had been an outstanding
star throughout Europe and will
be making her first America
appearance with the 1966 extra-
vaganza produced b y Ruth
Tyson. She adds glamour and
class to an already packed line-
This was the first year "Holi- up of headliners.
day" was presented at Madison
Square gardens, where it was
scored a tremendous hit. It will
be seen here in Memphis at the
Coliseum for 8 performances
In addition to new faces,
"Holiday" will also display
again the sensational abilities of
the stars who come up through
the ranks to starring roles with
from Tuesday, Feb. 22, through the show. Ray Blamer, Alice
Sunday, Feb. 27, after a series Quessy, Tommy Allen, Juanita
of successes from coast to Percelly, Alfredo Mendoza, Jane
coast. Morris, Sandy Wirwill, Jimmy
The glittering all star ea'Crockett and John LaDue. These
will be headed by the world's familiar figures can all begreatest skater, Ronnie Robert- ranked with the best in the
sort, world's professional cham-
pion, the highcA paid male
skater of all time. Other new-
comers in the lineup ;include
Eric Waite, called by most of
the true experts, the greatest's
ice comedy pantomimist to ever "Houn Dawg," featuring Al.
wear skates. This is his first fredo Mendoza and John LaDue,
appearance with "Holiday." will be back because of popu-
Then there i s Kossmayer's lar demand, the zany canine
Mules, famed in the circus will have the beauteous Jane
world and concert hall, and with Morris for company. That act!
the European edition of -Holi- adds much to the merrimenti
day" a real laugh riot, that will abound in the show. I
Volume Makes The
Difference






THE BEST PLACE ON EARTH
TO BUY YOUR CAR





GROUNDBREAKING CEREMONY —Dr. W. S. Davis, third
left, delivering speech and holding shovel used to turn spade
of earth in groundbreaking ceremony for the $750,000 Grad-
duate School building, is flanked by deans of schools to be
housed in it when it is completed. From left are Dr. Gran-
ville Sawyer, executive assistant to President Davis; Dr. T.
E. Poag, dean of School of Arts and Sciences; and Dr. Hu-
bert B. Crouch, dean of Graduate School.
(Joe Zinn Photo)
Fatal Leap TSU Breaks Ground For
From Chicago 750,000 $750 000 Grad Building
Bound Train NASHVILLE — Tennessee for the faculty of the school, 68
State university broke ground of whom hold doctorates, point-
PEEKSKILL, N. Y. — A last week for its $750,000 Grad- ed out that for more than 29
young Negro en route to Chica- uate and General Classroom years, graduate study opportu-
go opener' the door of aspeed-,building, a major structure innities have been provided for
Jug N.u., Yrik Central train and the school's $9 million expansion professional men and women
vompee in his death 'program. of Tennessee and other states.
Auttoritie.- identified him as "The discovery of knowledge 1
Willie Char t. s Bass 21, Neatlylis vitally essential for the con- 
1,400 MASTER'S
"Nearly 1,400 master's degrees
( ,-. a ticketo tmued growth and development have been awarded in approxi-
and some cash in hislof faculty, students, and alumni , mately 20 different fields for
I as well as Tennessee. upgrading the qualifications of
"The graduate school assumes
this responsibility," President
W. S. Davis said during the.the United States and many for-
ground-breaking c e r e m o n Y. eign countries," he said.t"The new building with its mo- Dr. Crouch said that the new
dem facilities will allow great- building has been designed for
er achievements in the future.' advanced study and research.
Dr. Hubert Crouch, dean of A fire-proof, four-story brick
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New liquid ORA-JEL safely ends teeth-
ing pain. Just apply, pain "flies away."
Recommended by many
: perVatricians, works fast..,
results guaranteed or
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REPOSSESSIONS
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'63 CHEVYS  $980 up $39
All types. 9 to choose from
'64 CHEVYS $1280 up $45
All types. 14 to choose from
For Any Information See Or Coll Gerald Acuff, Mgr.
USED CAR DEPARTMENT
WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMEN
WAITING TO 
SERVEYOU!!
CALL OR 'COME BY TODAY
AAAAAAAAAAAWA AAAAAAA/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
teachers and specialists who are
gainfully employed throughout
building will house four areas:
the Graduate School, English,
Speech Correction and Social
Sciences.
In addition to offices and fa-
culty conferences rooms, there
will be a library area, seminar
room, specially equipped study
booths, speech and hearing,
reading and language labora-


















Gibson, a Richmond attorney
representing the state, denied
before the Supreme Court that
Virginia's poll tax discrimina-
ted against Negroes.
But a Negro attorney J. A.
Jordan, Jr. said it was one rea-
son Negroes had been "elimi-
nated from any political power
in Virginia."
The arguments wound up the
court's hearing of the case that
could settle other cases the
Justice Department has filed
against similar taxes in Ala-
bama, Mississippi and Texas.
Virginia Poll Tax
Case In High Court
WASHINGTON — George D. he said, affected three times as
many whites as Negroes.
Gibson added that the poll
tax was "designed as an index
of minimum competence and
only that."
The tax, he said, was "neu-
tral on race, creed, color and
sex," and did not discriminate
against poor persons.
But attorney Jordan, Jr. of
Norfolk, a Negro paraplegic
who argued from a wheelchair,
said:
"We say there is discrimina-
tion in Virginia which deprives
Negroes of the right to vote ..
The court took the case under everytime a poll tax is collect-
advisement and is expected to ed there has been a furthering
hand down an opinion some- of discrimination."
time before the end of the term
In June.
Gibson, defending the tax,
said it was no more unfair to
Negroes than fees for a marri-
age license.
The $1.50 fee, opposed in the
case by Negroes from Norfolk
and Fairfax, was "insubstan-
itial," Gibson argued. Any
l economic damage caused by it,
Negroes, Jordan argued,
"have been effectively elimi-
nated from any political power
in Virginia."
The challengers from Norfolk
and Fairfax originally said in
their suit that the tax discrimi-
nated against poor persons. The
Justice Department joined
them after enactment of the
Voting Rights Act of 1965.
NOTICE . NEWSBOYS'
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME  Mother's name 
Address 
Number of papers wanted weekly
Phone number 




The Tri-State Defender goes on sale
Thursday of each week at the following location
ALEXANDER SUNDRY JIFFY SUNDRY ROSE LYNN SUNDRY






























































































































Must hue practical experience In plant
layout, equipment deidgn, installation
r_nd maintenance College 'degree or
equivaleht experience. Can employment





An k,cual Opportunity Employer
STENOGRAPHERS (2)
exPe-ierice In taking dictation anti
n,,rrniril office procedure Must peas
M.orthira teat . Call employment of firv.







NICE LIVING ROOM POPA WITH
matching chair. Paid 2150. will sac-
rificer Tor $50. 276-8517
THAN'S
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE




ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
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